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CHAPTER I 

I NTRODUCTION 
I 

Eve r y novelist se lects fr om t;lie ·i gantic spectacle of 

life s ome t hing whi ch he wi s he s to conve y to the re ader; then 

he choo se s t he me ans whereb y hi s i de as are to be expre sse d 

or communicated--i.e. hi s techni que. "The sele ct i on he 

make s shows us the man ; hi s method of pre senting it, the 
' a r ti s t; and the a ge co l ours both . "l Every age has its own 

fa shi ons in literary t echni que to cor r e spond t o its point 

of view and its approach towards ' general human t~uth. 

Along with newly de velope d t echni que s exi s t the still 

undi scredited one s of t he previous age s. For fashions in 

techni ques do not und ergo such sweeping changes as styles 

in coiffures. Critic s tend to pounce on a new technique 

with extravagant praise or bitter condemnation simply be

cause it is different. Tlle r eading public .is rather 

conservat ive in accepting a new technique. The average 

reader is likely to regard a new method of telling a story 

with as much suspicion as a new interpretation of religion. 

Thus a technique which is truly representative of its age 

may be several years in gaining approval. Fortunately tor 

the craft of fiction, authors do not cease searching for 

more effective methods of presenting the truth as they see 

it. 

l Elizabeth Drew, The Modern Novel, p.244 • 
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Twentieth century novelists are concerned with the 

problem of how to portray all the varied influences and 

activities of our complex life in their novels. There appeaI 

to be two schools of thought about how this can be accom

plished. One group seem to believe that it can be done by 

presenting everything that happens to one person, by entering 

into his mind and showing all the things that influence him. 

The other group work on the principle that it can best be 

done by showing how differently various people react to the 

same influences, by showing the effect of war, capitalism, 

or science on many persons. So the first group concentrate 

on a lengthwise view of society with one character, and the 

second group work for a breadthwise view with as many con-

trasting characters as possible. 

A brief glance at the history of the novel tells us 

that it is not the broad picture but the manner in whieh the 

picture is presented that reveals a twentieth century style 

in fiction. Henry Fielding gave us a broad picture of 

eighteenth century England in Tom Jones. He followed his 

hero through a long series of adventures in order to show 

him in contrast with many people of his time. Balzac tried 

to picture French life by writing a series of books, 
/ 

La Comedie Humaine, in which the hero of one book figured 

obscurely in a dozen others. Thackeray desired "that the 

whole of the tale may get a hearing", 2 but he had no apparent 

plan for telling it. Tolstoy presented a wide view or 

~Joseph Warren Beach, The Twentieth Century Nove~, p. 175. 
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Russian society in ~ar and Peace; yet he paid little atten

tion to form. In fact Mr . Lubbock doubts whether Tolstoy 

even realized that he was writing two great stories at once 

like a Homer and Virgil combined.3 Lubbock finds no attempt 

to bring together the themes of .age and youth, war and peace. 

He suggests that a definite form, uniting the two, might 

have made War and Peace even greater than it is. Charles 

Dickens showed us the middle and lower class society of his 

day by using a series of interlocking plots like those in 

Bleak House and Little Dorrit. It is interesting to note 

that in Bleak House Dickens alternates the use of third and 

first person. He gives no excuse for this, but it would 

seem that in his own way he was groping toward the use of 

what the twentieth century calls "counterpoint". If his 

interlocking plots had been built around one theme, he would 

have been very close to counterpoint indeed. Conrad's 

Nostromo presents a wide view of an imaginary South American 

republic, and his Lord Jim is particularly well known for its 

successful use of an unusual time sequence. Conrad plunges 

into the midst of the story, filling in the background as his· 

narrator, Marlowe , recalls events of Jim's life. There are 

many other names which could be added to this list., but 

enough have been given to show that a broad view of society 

is not new in fiction. 

3Percy Lubbock , The Craft of Fiction, p.33. 
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A number of twentieth century novelists, however, are 

even more eager to give a broad view than their predecessors. 

The twentieth century is extremely self-conscious; people 

are at least partially aware of the numerous activities 

going on around them. They have learned to like the hurry 

and bustle of their everyday life. So novelists are con

fronted with the. problem of getting this sense of speed and 

confusion into their work without destroying the artistic 

unity. The attempt of some novelists to speed up the action 

and yet preserve unity has resulted in the use of counter

poi'nt. 

The term ttcounterpoint", which has long been familiar 

to students of music, has been borrowed by novelists and 

critics to apply to the telling of several stories at once 

in order to give a broad picture. Contrapuntal technique 

refers to all those devices which enable the novelist to 

give the effect of several stories going on at the same time. 

There are, of course, some critics like David Daiches, 

author of 'rhe Novel and the Modern aforld, who insist that -- ----
there can be no "'literary equivalent of the counterpointing 

of two independent melodies."4 They speak of alternation 

rather than counterpoint. It may be that "absolutely con

temporaneous presentation of different themes as in music is 

impossible in literature",5 but the effect of simultaneous 

action which adds interest, unity, and verisimilitude to 

fiction can be achieved; and counterpoint well describes the 

~David Daiches, .21.?.• cit., p.133. 
5rbid .. n.1~4. .. 
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means by which this effect is gained . 

The use ·or counterpoint is by no means confined to the 

four novelists whose work has been chosen for this study. 

Among the others who might have been included is Marcel 

Proust , who wrote a series of books under the general title , 

A la Recherch e ~ temps perdu , 1913- 26 (Remembrance of 

Things Past) . But this work is long and difficult to 

classify . Mr . Beach says that it is not , properly speak

ing , a novel at all , but a collection of memoires in which 

all is digression . He concludes •tthat perhaps the key to 

the composition is to found in an elaborate contrapuntal 

development of themes . "6 Then there is Jules Roma.ins , who 

is writing a series of books called Les Hommes de ~e 

Volont~ (Men of Good Will) with Paris as a background . Men 

and women of every class appear in his volumes ; but since the 

series is not yet complete , one cannot say how far he will 

succeed in his broad undertaking . James Joyce , wh ose Ulysses 

now circulates freely 1n the United States , could be included 

in any study of counterpoint if it were not for t h e diffi 

culty of understanding him and the fact that his work is too 

big f or a master ' s thesis . His use of counterpoint may have 

been more systematic than that of the four authors with whom 

we are to deal ; nevertheless to include Joyce would be to 

admit the camel of Aesop ' ·s fable . 

6 .9..E. cit ., p . 49 . 
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There are many others who show contrapuntal tendencies 

in some or their writing. A number of them are obvious 

imitators or Wassermann and Dos Passos. For example , there 

is Louis Bromfiela, whose Twenty-~ Hours (1930) does show 

a cross-section or urban society but •bears the marks ot 

haste and insincerity.•7 But in tracing the developm~nt of 

counterpoint it is necessary to focus the attention on those 

writers whose work shows considerable originality or boldnes 

in technique. To include the work of imitators would be 

quite useless tor our purpose. 

The four men selected tor this study--Andre Gide, 

Aldous Huxley, Jacob Wassermann, and John Dos Passos--repre

sent the development of counterpoint in France, England, 

Germany, and the United States. Their work reveals the 

more or less independent development of contrapuntal tech

nique in each of the four countries and the contribution of 

each to counterpoint as a whole. 

7Beach, ~· .ill_., p.481. 



CH.APTER II 
/ 

ANDRE GIDE 

The d,velopment ot the contrapuntal technique owes a 

great deal to the writing ot A.ndr$ Gide whose Les~

Monnayeurs (The Counterfeiters, 1925) was exactly contempo

rary with Dos Passos' Manhattan Transfer. Part, perhaps 

the greater part, or Gide's contribution lies in his theories 

or novel writing rather than in his actual fiction. We do 

not ha.ve to guess what Gide was trying to do, tor he kept 

a record et his artistic ideals, his graspings tor an idea, 

and the extent et his progress. '!'his book has been published 

as ~ Journal des ~-Monnayeurs.l Then in Les ~

Monnayeurs Gide's leading character is a novelist named 

Edouard, who is in many respects like Gide himself, even to 

writing "Les Faux-Monnayeurs". Edouard keeps a journal 

much like Gide's and at times discusses his theories ·With 

his friends. 

It is from one of these discussions that Beach gets the 

te:rm "the breadthwise cutting" which is so closely associated 

with the use of counterpoint. Edouard says ot his intentions 

in writing his book: 

"My novel hasn't got a subject. Yes, I know, it 
sounds stupid. Let's say, if you prefer it, it hasn't 
got one subject ••• . 'A slice or life', the naturalist 
schooT"""9sa1d. The great defect or that school is that it 

lsince I have not had access to the Journal, I refer to 
Beach's quotations from it. 

-7-
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always cuts its slice in the s O direction ; in time , 
lengthwise . Why not in breadt ?2 Or in depth? As 
for me I ·should like not to cut at all . Pl.ease under• 
stand; I should like to put everything into my novel . 
I don ' t ·ant any cut of the scissors to limit its 
substance at one point rather than another . tt3 

Another example of Gide's wish to be comprehensive , to 

get everything in , is found in the Journal where "'he s:peaks 

more than. once of his wish to make his work touffu , that is 

dense , or crowded · with mattern . 4 Gide himself uses a 

musical analogy: 

As dense as I hope to make this book, I can ' t 
dream of getting everything in . And yet it is just the 
wish for that which still embarrasses me . I am like a 
composer who seeks to juxtapose and overlap , in the 
manner of Cesar Franck , an andante motif with an 
allegro . 5 · 

musical analogy is also used by Edouard in his expla

nation to his friends: 

"What I should like to do is something like the 
art of fugue writing. And I can't see why what was 
:possible in music should be impossible in literature ••• ~ 

To which Sophroniska rejoined that music is a 
mathematical art , and moreover that Bach, by dealing 
only with figures and by banishing all pathos and all 
humanity, had achieved an abstract chef d'oeuvre of 
boredom , a kind of astronomical temple , open only to 
the few rare initiated. Edouard at once protested that , 
for his part , he thought the temple admirable , and con
sidered6it the apex an~ crowning point of all Bach's 
career. 

It is reasonable to suppose that from these musical 

analogies critics obt~ined the idea of applying the term 

2Beach translates this *why not breadthwise , depthwise?" , 
_9_1) . cit . 1 p . 425 . 
3Iiidre Gide , The Counterfeiters , tr . by Dorothy Bussy , 
Modern Library , New York , 1931 . 

4Beach , -2.E.· cit ., p . 449 . 
5Ibid . 
6The counterfeiters , p . 180 . 

.. 
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''contrapuntal" to the tech nique used by novelists to get 

every thing into their books. Huxley de~eloped the musical 

analogy farther and used the term "counterpoint" in one oi' 

his titles. But since this was t h ree years later and s i nce 

he reflects many other of Gide's ideas, credit for t he musi

cal comparison must surely go to Gide. 

Gide has given us many more admirable t h eories concern

ing the writing of novels. (Mr. Beach calls Gide's Journal 

"A kind of gospel of twentieth century techniquen.) But it 

is pertinent to discuss here only one more theory--that of 

how different h i s novel will be from 1_! ~ convenu du 

roman. 

Since Gide was an admirer of Conrad, he at first con

sidered having the story of Les Faux-Monnayeurs told by one 

of t h e characters. In earlier books he had relied on this 

idea. His first intention seems to have been to revive the 

principal character from Les Caves~ Vatican, Lafcadio. 

Later he considered having the story pass through the hands 

of several narrators because it was too difficult to bring 

in through Lafcadio all that he wished "in t h e way of events 

and psychological interpretation".7 

Then he realized that his "desire to ~} work in a grea t u.~-. 

diversity of matter, to have his story spread out over a wide 

range of human experiencen 8 meant departing from the usual 

7Beach, Ql2. ~., p. 451. 

8Ibid. 
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type of novel and involved him in .many difficulties. Of thi 

he wrote: 

·'From the moment that I reconcile myself to the 
impossibility or making this like anything else (and 
it suits me that it should be so) why try so hard to 
find motivation, consistency, a way or grouping every
thing around a centra l plot. Can't I find a way, with 
the form which I adopt, of indirectly cri ticizing all 
that sort or thing? Lafcadio; tor example, would try 
in vain to tie the threads together; there would be 
useless characters, gestures without significance, talk 
that lea§s nowhere, and an action that never gets 
started. 

Gide here is willing to sacrifice motivation, consis

tency, and systematic arrangement of matter around a central 

plot for a nearer approach to life. He believes that there 

is a great contrast between reality and the logic of fiction 

This he develops more fully in his book which we shall now 

examine. 

The plot, as one would expect, is not the important 

part of the book. Twelve or the forty-four chapters are 

made up of Edouard's note-book., Bernard Molinier, friend ot . 

Edouard's nephew , Olivier, makes his appearance in about half 

the chapters, sometimes in company with Edouard. All along 

are interspersed chapters dealing with Bernard's rather; 

Edouard's rival, Passavant; Olivier's brothers, Vincent and 

George; and several other characters, each of whom has his 

own story. Edouard is brought into contact with nearly every 

one of these characters. His treatment of each one shows how 

far off he is from reality. 

9Ibid., p .452. -
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Angel Flores writing of "Andr~ Gide and His 'First 

Novel'" says: 

The interpolated episodes of the Profitendieus, 
the Moliniers, the Vedels, the La Perouses, the nouvier, 
Lady Griffith, the Passavants, Edouard, Boris, and 
Bernard intertwine themselves with such felicity that 
we are tempted t8. gulp down the whole volume at a 
single draught.I 

The best example of counterpoint, however, is in the 

contrast of ideas and characters, and in the contrast be

tween reality and the logic of fiction. Through the book · 

run the contrapuntal themes--Edouard trying to put allot 

his experiences into a book and tailing because he cannot 

. interpret them. 

The culminating event of the book is the suicide of a 

young boy in a boarding school--a young boy in whom Edouard 

was particularly interested; yet this event l douard 1• un

able to put into his book because he cannot understand it. 

He has no idea that Boris's suicide is the result of his 

placing the sensitive boy in this school where a secret 

order selects him to commit suicide to prove his and their 

courage. Andre Gide understands the suicide fairl·y well, 

"in its motivation and circumstances, and makes it the cli

max ·or his book".11 ~is imaginary author writes in his 

"'Journal": 

10Boolonan, Vol . T$Vl, Oct., 192?, p.1?2. 

11 
Beach, .2.E.• cit., p.453. 
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While I don't pretend to give a precise explana
tion of anything I shouldn't like to present any fact 
without sufficient motivation. That is why I don't 
intend to make use in my Counterfeiters of little 
Boris's suici de; I find too much diffieu'lty in under
standing it •••• . I grant that reality may come to the 
support of my thought, as a confirmation; but not that 
it should anticipate it. It distresses me to be sur
prised. 'fhe suicide of Boris seems to me like an 
impropriety (une ind~cence), fer I was not expecting 
it.12 

Thus we see that Edouard in the end still clings to 

logic and consistency, the standard of the "usual type of 

novel". Gide says in the Journal that this is \llhy Edouard 

cannot write his book. Gide does not tell us the precise 

nature of the book vbich Edouard is writing and how he is 

prevented from making the best use of his material. But 

he does show us Edouard theorizing and recording in a note

book while around him is "Life spinning its intricate webs 

so much faster and farther than Edouard can follow." "Life 

is pillng up concrete tacts so startling that Edouard's 

ideas fade into insignificance."13 

Even the full import of the title or his novel escapes 

Edouard. He uses it to mean literary counterfeiters, 

particularly his rival, the Comte de Passavant. He is not 

even certain that he has chosen a good subject. That his 

nephew, George Molinier, is even then one or a band of young 

boys who are passing counterfeit coins ta unknown to him 

12Ibid. 

13Ibid., p.454 .. 
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because he is out of touch with reality. The reader knows 

that the Comte de Passavant ls indulging in much more danger 

ous crimes than offering valueless literary products to the 

public. 

Another matter which Edouard would never be able to get 

into his book is his own character and motivation. He is a 

benevolent person who tries to help everyone with whom he 

comes in contact, but he does not understand how far Jealous 

is responsible for his interest. He seems to lack real dept 

or feeling. His help is always superficial. rt is or no 

lasting benefit. La Perouse is not made happy. The school 

is no place for Boris. Edouard does not know how to employ 

Bernard; he has no real sympathy tor Laura Douviers. In the 

end, he looks forward to meeting Caloub, but one feels that 

the reality of this meeting will be a disappointment to him. 

When one finishes reading the book, he has no doubt 

about Gide's understanding of his title. For he has dis

covered the "counterfeit" theme all through the book. The 

first reference to pretense or counterfeit is found in the 

first paragraph. As Bernard reads his mother's love letters, 

a drop of perspiration falls from his nose to the .letter in 

his hand: -Pretending to be a· tear!" thought he. "But it's 

better to sweat than to weep.•14 Everywhere the real and 

the counterfeit are in contrast--1n friendship, in religion 

14The Counterfeiters, p.3. 
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(Rachel and Pastor Vedel), in love, even in anger. Edouard 

tells us: "That an Othello should be jealous is compre

hensible; the image of his wife's pleasure obsesses him. 
' 

But when a Douviers becomes jealous it ean only be because 

he imagines he ought to be.nl5 
/ Leon Pierre-Quint in his .Andre Qill: His Life and fil:.!!. 

!2!:!£ :finds anQther contrast in Les Faux-Monnayeurs: 

Although we meet there almost every variety of 
human being, a certain grouping is discernible: on 
the one hand more or less rebellious and perverse 
chi.ldren and young people •••• and on the other, pastors, 
rof essors~ and parents in bondage to traditional 

precept a . 1 ° 
- I n spite of the tact that Gide's reputation as _ a 

nove l ist is constantly suffering by comparison with Thomas 

Mann's, his theories are a safe guide to the -writing of gooc 

fiction; and although he "makes no attempt, like Dos Passos 

and Wassermann, to give a cross-section of society as a 

whole " ,17 his contribution to counterpoint is __ by no means 

meager. He contributed the musica l analogy and proved that 

themes canoe developed contrapuntally with great effective

ness. The real and the counterfeit were combined so that 

Herbert J. Muller writes: 

His novel is an extraordinary m{1anfe, a wild 
symphony of jumbled themes and broken me odies and 
unresolved chords; but it hangs together somehow, 
it builds up, it has an intangible unity and complete
ness. It does eonvey remarkably the i mpression of life 

15Ibid., p.318. 

l6Ibid., p.101. 

17Beach, 2R.· .£.!!•, p.457. 
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that Gide wished: · of life incongruous, intricate, incon· 
elusive, unpredictable, yet whole •••• It is a haunting 
book, of ~trange beauty and truth. Many dislike it; few 
forget it.18 

Gide did not come close to anything as definite as the 

fugue form he mentions . His experiments are groping , 

tentative, but illuminating. He did succeed in getting 

enough into hi s book to give one "an extraordinary sense of 

the infinite ramifications of human life, in its unpredict

ableness, its~conclusivenesstt.19 As Pauline Molinier says, 

"In life nothing is settled; everything keeps going on".20 

Gide serves as a model for all wh.o wish to use counterpoint 

ror variation of theme or for contrast. Prof. Beach writes: 

The author has drop:ped a stone into these still 
waters, and the circles keep widening out, to infinity.21 

18:Modern Fiction, p.357. 
19Beach, ~· cit., p.457. 
20Ibid. 
2libid. 



CHAPTER III 

ALDOUS HUXLEY 

It is convenient to begin the study of Huxley's tech

nique by comparing it with that of Gide; and since Huxley's 

own theories of technique appear in Point Counter Point 

(1928), it will serve as a stepping stone to both his earlie 

and later novels. 

We have already noted that Point Counter Point was 

published three years after~ Counterfeiters and was 

apparently influenced by it. Beach finds many things in 

Point Counter Point reminiscent of Gide •. Certainly not all 

of them can be coincidence. First, there is the concern of 

each author with a character who is interested in biology-~ 

marine biology in The Counterfeiters and experimental 

biology in Point Counter Point. This alone would hard.ly be 

· evidence that Huxley had read The Counterfeiters, for in 

Antic Hay (1923) Huxley has a physiologist who experiments 

with rabbits, but this is far from being the only evidence. 

There is a resemblance of Spandrell's crime to the unmotived 

crime in Les Caves du Vatican. The most obvious parallel be

tween Point Counter Point and the work of Gide, however, is 

the use of an outstanding character suggestive of the author 

of himself. This character writes a novel like the one in 

which he appears and keeps a note-book of plans for this 

novel and reflections on the techni que of novel-writing. 

Both of these fictitious novelists lean toward the novel of 

ideas. Both Gide and Huxley were aware of the dangers of 

-16-
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such a novel . Gide wisely left the ideas to Edouard , but 

Huxley wrote novels of ideas . Both Edouard and Philip 

Quarles defend their plans to some other character . Edouard 

argues with Bernard and Sophroniska, ho are quite skeptical . 

Philip Quarles' wife thinks the novel he is proposing will be 

nrather too queern . Philip maintains that .it can ' t be too 

queer . The queerer it is , th~ ~ore it will be like life . 

"However queer the :pie ture is , it can never be 
half so odd as the original reality . We take it all for 
granted; but the moment you start thinking, it becomes 
queer . And the more you think the queerer it grows . 
That's what I want to get into this book--the astonish
ingness of the most obvious things . Really any plot or 
situation would do . Because everything's implicit in 
anything . The whole book could be written about a walk 
from Piccadilly Circus to Charing Cross . Or you and I 
sitting here on an enormous ship in the Red Sea . 
Really , nothing could be queerer than that . When you 
reflect on the evolutionary processes , the human patience 
and genius , the social organization that have made i t 
possible for us to be here , with stokers having heat 
apoplexy for our benefit , and steam turbines doing 
five thousand revolutions a minute , and the sea being 
blue , and the rays of light not flowing round obstacles 
•••• no ricture can be queer enough to do justice to the 
facts" . . . 

This is a long quotation but his broad view here is 

interesting because it includes not only hints .of hard

working stokers but also hints of the wonders of nature . 

Phil i p Quarl es and Huxley are interested in what Philip 

calls multiplicity of vi ew: 

"Because the ·essence of the new way of l ooki ng 
is multiplicity . Multiplicity of eyes and mult i plicity 
of aspects seen . For instance , one person i nterprets 
events i n terms of bi shops ; another i n terms, 

l point counter Point . pp . 228- 9. 
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of flannel camisoles; another, like that youhg lady 
from Gulmberg , thinks of it in t erms of good times. 
And then there's the biologist, the chemist, the 
physicist, the historian. Each sees, professionally, 
a different aspect of the ·event, a different layer or 
reality. What I want to do is to look with all those 
eyes at once."2 

The purpose of this multiplicity of view is, therefore, 

seen to be the same as that of breadthwise cutting--to get 

everything in. 

The final parallel between the notions of Edouard and 

Philip is that of constructing a novel like a fugue. Philip 

elaborates on what with Edouard seemed only a suggestion: 

The mueicalization of fiction. Not in the 
symbolist way, by subordinating sense to sound •••• but 
on a large scale, in the constructi on. Meditate on 
Beethoven. The changes of moods, the abrupt transitions 
(Majesty alte.rnating with a joke, for example, in the 
first movement of the B flat major Quartet. Comedy 
suddenly hinting at prodigious and tragic solemnities 
in the. sc.herzo of the C sha rp minor Quartet.) More 
interesting .still, the modulations, not merely from 
one key to another, but from mood to mood. A theme 
is stated, then developed, pushed out of shape, im
perceptibly dfformed, until, though still recognizably 
the same, it ·has become quite different. In sets of 
variations ~he process is carried a step further. 
Those incredible Diavelli variations, for example. The 
whole range of thought and feeling, yet all in organic 
relation to a ridiculous little waltz tune. Get this 
into a novel. How? The abrupt transitions are easy 
enough. All you need is a sufficiency or characters 
and parallel, contrapuntal plots. While Jones is 
murdering a wife, Smith is wheeling a perambulator in 
the park. You alternate the themes. More interesting, 
the modulations and variations are also more difficult. 
A novelist modulates by reduplicating situations and 
characters. He shows several people falling in love, or 
dying, or praying in different ways--dissimilars solving 
the same problem. Or,~ versa, similar people con-

2 Ibid., p. 228. -
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fronted with dissimilar prQblems. In this way , you can 
modulate through all the aspects of your theme, you can 
write variations in any number of moods.3 

Huxley gives a remarkable account or the performance of Baeh' 

Suite in E minor, for flutes and strings. · Part of his de

scription might apply to his own novels: 

You seem to have found the truth ·; clear, definite, 
unmistakable, it is announced by the violins; you have 
it, y0u triumphantly hold it. But it slips out of your 
grasp to present i tse·1:t in a new aspect among the cellos 
and yet again in terms of Pongileoni's vibrating air 
column (the flute). The parts live their separate lives; 
they touch, their paths eross, they combine for a 
moment to create a seemingly final and perfected har
mony, only to break apart again. Each is always alone 
and separate and individual. "I am I," asserts the 
violin; "the world revolves round me." •Round me," 
calls· the cello. "Round me," the flute insists. And 
all are equally r i ght and equally wrong; and none of 
them will 11 s t ·en to the others. 4 

He says further in comparing the fugue with life: 

In the human fugue there are eight,en -hundred 
million parts. The resultant noise means something per
haps to the statistician, nothing to th~ ·artist. It is 
only by ~onsidering one or two Harts at a time that the 
artist can understand anything. · , 

Often theories are more easily propounded than followed. 

Let us examine ·how far Huxley was able to carry out his ideas 

in his novels and Just what use he made of counterpoint. 

Point Counter Point carries the multiplicity or views, 

the abrupt trans! tions, and the systematic "modulations"· 

farther than his earlier books. Huxley shows us how life 

3Ibid., pp.349-50. 

· 4 ll2.1.d. , pp. 27•8. 

5Ib id • , p • 28. 
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appeared to Walter Bidlake, involved with a mistress, too 

cold and sentimental; to h i s father, John Bidlake, "an un

regener~te old pagan and distinguished painter of flesh 

tints";6 to 'John's wife who retains her metaphysical calm in 

spite of her domestic life; to Walter's sister, Elinor 

Quarles, and to her husband who is lost in the study of 

technique for his novel; to Philip's mother who is religious; 

to his father who surrounds himself with filing-cabinets 

and dictaphones so that he may write a scholarly masterpiece 

and then spends his time working cross-word puzzles and 

making love to typists; ~o Wal t er's mistress wh o falls back 

on mysticism when she discovers that Walter loves another; to 

Lucy Tantamount, the woman he loves, who is always in search 

of sensations; to her father, Lord Edward the biologist; to 

her father's assistant, r1·11dge, who holds a grudge against 

capitalism as represented by the fascist leader Webley ; to 

Burlap, an editor who combines the worship of St. Francis, 

Mammon, and Venus; to Spandrell who commits murder in his 

search for something of real value; and finally to Mark and 

Mary Rampi on who preach and practice "integral living ". 

This list includes only the more import.ant character~. 

With provisions made for a multiplicity of vi ews, 

Huxley's next step was to make abrupt transitions from one 

view to another. These transitions may be seen by examining 

the following chart in which each letter stands for a 

6 Beach, 2E.• cit., p. 464. 
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particular character. 

Point Counter Point 

AM. D. KF. DG-ED-X. AF-GK-HA-AD-M-D(BC). CB. AEH-il. 

ILJ. IL. JIL. EAJIL-J .. EJIL•KF•LF..1-EL.-LI-EJA-KF-EJA-D-D-X. 

JEAF-MA-J'E. · AH-H-EFAM-J. P-CB. .AME . IIH-H. J-AE- ~A.E. 

CB-H. CB-B-K. NCB-N. CBG-BAFJ-MC-BC. B-B. G-IB. 

NBC-D-D. E. B. D. BCG. G-JF-.C-B-BGJ. OM-DP-MOHAE. NO. 

CJ-G-OBN. C-J"F-B-FJ-JK. BJIH-H. BC-Be~Bc. JB. JLI-H. 

A Walter Bidlake 
B Philip Quarles 
C Elinor Quarles 
D John Bidlake 
E Lucy Tantamount 
r Illidge 
G Everard Webley 
H Burlap 
I Mark Ram.pion 

Key 

J Maurice Spandrell 
K Edward Tantamount 
L Mary Rampion 
M Marjorie Carling 
N Mr. Quarles 
0 Mrs. Qua:rles 
P Mrs. Bidlake 
X Minor Characters 

Periods mark the close of chapters; dashes indicate divisions 
within a chapter; () is used where characters are only 
mentioned~ 

It can be seen that the story opens w1 th the viewpoint 

of Walter and Marjorie, skips to that or Walter's father in 

the second chapter, hence to Lord Edward and Illidge, and 

that chapter four is broken up into three sections for still 

greater shifting of viewpoint • . So one may follow the shift

ing . views throughout the book. 

But an examination of these transitions .has revealed 

only a little of the contrapuntal technique employed by 

Huxley ia this book. One should consider also that the 

first twelve chapters cover the period of one evening with 

occasional brief glances into some character's past history. 
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Chapter I gave us the viewpoint of Walter as we have seen 

from the chart. Yet even within this viewpoint there was 

transition. As Walter was on his way to the party at the 

Tantamounts, he was thinking of politics; then "suddenly 

he was nine years old and walking with his mother in the 

fields near Gattendena. 7 And thus we have introduced a 

comparison between Walter at nine and Walter as a grown man. 

Something of this same development is used for Lord Edward 

in Chapter III, and Chapter IX is entirely devoted to the 

previous history . of Mark a.md Mary Ram.pion. · 

The first eleven chapters bring together in one place a 

large variety of people. Enough to allow for contrasting 

opinions on every conceivable subJect. Chapter VI is an 

example of Huxley's delight in passing from one place to 

another tar distant to show what the people mentioned in 

the first place are actually doing. In Chapter V John 

Bidlake' speaks of Elinor and Philip who are to sail from 

Bombay the next day • . Chapter VI takes us to Bombay on the 

same night to become acquainted with the Quarles. In 

Chapter VII we are back in England. 

Simultaneous scenes involving Bidlakes and Q,uarleses 

{united in the marriage of Philip and Elinor) are g1Ten in 

Chapter XXIV. Chapter XXIX presents different accounts ot 

the same event as it appeared to different persons. The 

event is the speech of Everard Webley. We learn the reaction 

7Point Counter Point, p.16. 
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of Philip, Elinor, Spandrell, Illidge, and even of Webley 

himself. 

One of the themes which is modulated and often ttpushed 

out of shape, imperceptibly deformed,. is the attitude of 

people toward death or serious illness. This theme is intro

duced in the first chapter and reappears in the second and 

third, but it does not become dominant before Chapter XXX. 

Beach speaks only of Chapter XXXIII in this connection.a 

But careful examination reveals that from Chapter XXIX on 

this theme is seldom absent and that even in Chapter XXIV 

we are informed of John Bidlake's attitude toward his in
curable disease. In Chapter XXVIIg there appears this con-

cerning the .servants' attitude toward him: 

His disease and its symptoms were t alked of in 
lowered voices, religiously •••• To the d·omesticities or 
Gattenden his approaching death gave a new significance. 
The future event was the sun round which the souls of 
the household now meaningfully and almost stealthily 
revolved •••• In an obscure way they were grateful to him. 
Dying, he was quickening their life. 

·At the close of XXIX we find Spandrell destroying the 

·foxgloves. "The ground was strewn with murdered flowers".10 

Chapters XXX and XXXI present more of John Bidlake, the 

illness of 11 ttle Phil, Walter who doesn't look at all well, 

and Mr. Quarles who feels very 111. 

There is some neat foreshadowing in XXXII. Elinor calls 

to S~andrell as he turns from her door: 

Son . cit., p.465. 
9Poinl"""counter Point, p.386. 

10Ibid., :f.410. 
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"I'm so sorry," she explained. "I was alone. 
I thought it was at .. least a murderer. Then I peeped 
through the window and saw it was you." 

Spandrell gave vent to brief and noiseless 
laughter. "But it might still be a murderer, even 
though it is me.ttll 

In the same section Elinor hears that her baby is 111; 

in the next Webley is murdered; and in the last Philip and 

Mr. qµarles talk of death. "I should have been very unhappah 

to die when you were at the other end of the Wahld."12 

Then in XXXIII we suffer with Elinor at the bedside of 

the dying child; we feel the sick disgust and fear or Illidg~ 

and we wonder at the callous efficiency of Spandrell as they 

dispose or Webley's body which has to be removed from 

Elinor's house; we go with the unworried Philip to a concert; 

we accompany Illidge to the laboratory and listen to Lord 

Edward advocating the use of corpses for tertilizer. 

The next chapter gives us no respite from this theme. 

We are with ··hi lip when he learns that his son is ill. We 

hear Mark Ram.pion say, "Some-. people prefer being dead. nl3 

We, like Spandrell, think of Webley. The conversation will 

not let us forget. Chapter XX:XV takes us to Elinor as she 

hears or Webley's death and ends with the death or little 

Phil •. The following chapter deals with the aftermath of the 

murder, and in the final chapter occur the deaths of Spandrel: 

and of Burlap's secretary. 

11Ib1d., p .431. 
12!ola., :p.444. 
13Ibid., p.478. 

,. 
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This is modulation 0f one theme with a vengeance. 

Other points with their counter points are givei throug 

out the story. There is the effect of music on John Bidlake 

on the one hand and its ettect on Fanny Logan on the other; 

the effect or the telegram on Eiinor and on Philip. People 

as they seem are contrasted with people as they are. The 

real person is set against the person he plans to be or 

thinks he is. John Bidlake is shown as he appears to friend 

and as he appears to his family. Miss Fulkes finds her idea 

of art teaching in opposition to John Bidlake's. The busi

ness ability of Mr. Quarles suffers in comparison with that 

of his wife. The death of Webley cheers Elinor's father, but 

Elinor faints~ Illidge wished to cripple Webley's organiza

tion by his murder, but it grew by leaps and bounds. Mrs. 

Bidlake and Mrs. Quarles have similar problems which they 

treat in different ways. Gladys and Marjorie in similar 

situations react in an entirely different manner. T.tle beaut 

and serenity of nature is in contrast to the feverish illness 

of Phil. 

One might go on almost indefinitely showing how Huxley 

has lived up to his title and how he has followed the theo• 

ries which he set forth in Philip ~uarles' note-book. But 

the point is how effective was this use of counterpoint? 

Mr. Beach says: 

ill this co·ritrapuntal development is very amusing, 
but rather too obvious for the best effect. And one 
thing which contributes to the obviousness is Philip's 
theory of the "nov.~l of ide~s." ~ adopted by Mr. Huxley: 
"The character or each perscf~~~ JD»~t,. be~, m p~i ~fi t :ae t:~~ · 

0 <Jo .J :i <> J JJ e•••• , e 
Cl ) 0 O J ) 0) J e e. 
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as possible, in the ideas of which he is the mouth
piece." This is much too simple. You can very seldom 
judge the actual character of any one from the ideas to 
which he gives utterance, especially if he is an 
•intellectual". Most intellectuals are perpetually en
gaged in throwing up a smoke-screen not merely between 
themselves and bthers, but still more between their own 
real selves and the imaginary selves with which it is 
their pleasure to live. 

But this is not the main objection to this type ot 
novel, in which each character is chosen to stand for 
scmething in the world of ideas. The main objection is 
that the characters are doomed in advance to be mechan
ical and artificial. They run the danger, pointed out 
b7 Gide, of seeming the creations of the author rather 
than o:f 11:fe. 

In the "Journal" he warns himself: 

"The poor novelist constructs his characters; he 
directs them and makes them talk. The true novelist 
lends his ear to what they say and watches them in 

· action; he hears them talk before he understands them, 
and it is only after he has heard them speak14hat little 
by little he comes to realize who they are." 

Beach continues: 

In comparison with the novels o:f Gide or Dos Passos 
"Point Counter Point" is theoretical and talky. We are . 
more impressed with the ideas of Ram.pion, tor example, 
or Philip, than made to feel acquainted with them per
sonally. We are not shown Ram.pion living integrally. 
In the case of Philip there is very little effective 
dramatization of that intellectual aloofness or his, 
though Elinor does complain of it. It is not explicit 
discussion of a sentimental relation that makes it live 
in :fiction, but the intimate presentation or events and 
predicaments that embody that relation. What we have in 
Mr. Huxley's novel is the sort ot thing ottered by 
Thomas Love Peacock in "Headlong Hall" and "Nightmare 
A.bbey", by Norman Douglas in "South Wind", where each 
character is an intellectual eccentric. And he certain
ly shares some 0t the distinction of style of these 
writers. What he does not observe is their witty brevit: 
and lightness or tone--he takes too seriously his 

14.QR.. cit. , p. 465. 
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obligations to realism--though 1n this re~pect he has 
done better in "Crome Yellow and Antic Hay."15 

The editor of the London Times Literary Supplement 

stated: 

Mr. Huxley has not tried to make this new book a 
good example of the craft of fiction. It does not weld 
s t ory and ideas into one: it cares little about pro
portion, climax and so forth. In spite of a few mas
terly scenes anA descriptions, the persons always come 
second to the ideas. But tha~ is not to say that the 
book is without form. lhe author•s purpose was to set 
~oint counter ~oint: to ~ose these various forms of rottenness aga1nst each o~ner ana ~aga1nst numan sound-
ness •••• The book does what it sets out to do; and does 
it with all the strength and sensibility, the acuteness 
and the impatience, of Mr. Huxley's mind.16 

To Brewster and Burrell,17 Huxley's counterpoint is 

"immensely instructive", but they feel that the effect on 

the reader's emotions is more obscure and "the effect on our 

grasp of a character in fiction is nothing at all." They 

also teel that there is nothing in the "variations on the 

major themes of life.It They cite the deaths and loves of 

War and Peace. irheir conclusion is that wHuxley is playing -----
with technique; T·olstoy was creating life and character." 

The concensus of opinion seems to be that there is too 

obvious a use or counterpoint in this novel. But no one ean 

deny that Huxley did what Philip (i.e. Huxley} was planning 

to do. Whether it was worth doing or not may be another 

question. Perhaps Huxley used too much counterpoint for the 

scope of his novel. But oare must be taken in considering 

15Ibid., p.467. 
16Times Literary Supplement, Oct. 4,1928, :p.706. 
l 'l:Modern ·· Fiction, p. 255. 
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t he criticisms of Huxley ' s wo rks to d i s tinguish between 

~hos e app lying to his techniq ue and those relating to his 

i deas . His i deas would be unacceptable to some regardless 

of how they were expressed . 

Certainly no author who 'lishes to use a contrapunt a l 

device and no critic iho pretends t o know fiction can dis

re ard fa i nt Counte~ oi nt . For better or for worse, its 

i nfluence can no t be i gnored . 

There ar e those who be lieve that Point Co unter Point is 

a rewriting on a mor e elaborate s cale of _ntic Hay ( 1923). 

Professor Beach finds it the same type of novel as the 

earlier ones: .Qr.rullii Y.ell.QYI , Antic H~ , and ThQ.§.§ Ba~ 

Le av es . The only difference is in degree . Point Co.!J.nte~ Point 

has g re ater multiplicity of views , more abrupt trans itions , · 

and mo re deliberate and sys t emat i c modulations . 

Charlotte Haldane in 1932 vrote tha t Huxley vould 

"never surpass ntic Hay . tt 18 Let us see if we can find any 

justification for this st atei ent . 

The title of the book is s i gn ificant; though few may 

recognize the r eference to arlowe ' s ~gward II if their 

edition omit s the title page on which t he follo wi ng q uotation 

appears: 

vy men like satyr s grazing on the l awn , 19 
0hall with their oat feet dance the antic hay . 

18Nature, pril 23, 1932 , p . 597 . 

19Edward II, Act I, Sc . 1 . 
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The "antic hay" begins in the first chapter with Gum.bril 

Junior's leaving his position and continues throughout the 

book as Gumbril and his fellow satyrs dance from one adven

ture to another with no lack or women companions. The whole 

scene is like a bacchanalian revel at which Huxley is an 

amused spectator. 

Antic Hay displays the drying up or traditional sources 

of value. "Each character tends to represent an attitude or 

an activity that might be suppo.sed to represent a source ot 

value until close examination reveals the supposition to be 

false." 20 The opening chapter rules out institutional re

ligion and joy in work as we find Gumbri 1 Junior quitting his 

position in a boys' school. Next, we have the suggestion 

that sincerity and belie~ in oneself are powerless to help 

Lypiatt, the artist. Science proves inadequate. for Mr. 

Shearwater, the physiologist. Coleman, the professional 

amoralist, discovers that he is worse off than the tradi

tional moralist. Romantic love with Lypiatt and Mrs. Viveash 

comes to a bad end. The only sympathetic character is Gumbri 

Senior, and "he is of a past generation, of a tradition that 

has been exploded."21 Thus there is nothing left but the 

"an tie hay. tt 

20Dav1d Daiches, ~ Republic, Vol.lOO,p.363. 

21Ibid. 



This is not a very pleasant :picture but even Joseph 

Collina,22 who finds it downright unpleasant, admits that 

it is el9ver. And pleasant or not the, story has not suffered 

because of technique. 

If method and subject matter are to correspond in this 

novel, we must not expect to find a set pattern of alterna

tion or combination of themes. Rather we must expect to 

find a jumping from one to another with no apparent pattern. 

And a glance at the character chart will not reveal any 

definite pattern. There are very few chapters in which 

Gumbtil does not appear, and in nearly all of these there is 

Mrs. Viveash who links the other characters to Gumbril. 

Antic Hay 

A{B). CKA(IN). ALD. DAEFGM. ADEFGBMOP. BD. EB. AL. 

AHG. A.I(D). AG(B)C. AJ. AJ. BA. AB. ABFN. AJ. HEDG. 

D(B)I. FMH. ABDEFH(G)CKN.· GAB. 

Key 

A Theodore Gumbril Junior 
B Mrs. Myra Viveash 
C: Gumbril Senior 
D Casimir Lypiatt 
E Mr. Mereaptan 
F Coleman 
G Shearwater 
H Mrs. Shearwater 

I Mr. Boldero 
J Emily 
K Mr. Porteous 
L Mr. Bojanus 
M Zoe 
N Young Porteous 
0 Florrie's husband 
P Florrie 

Divisions are by chapters; () shows mention of a character. 

SU.ch technique as is apparent is suited to the subject, but 

except for the oontra~untal handling of themes, there is lit

tle to suggest Huxley's later experiments with technique.. The 

suggestions, however, are worth considering. 

~~aking !J!! Literary Pulse, p. 164. 
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In Chapter Vas Gmnbril stands with his friends on the 

street, he is really listening to a workman relating his 

pathetic story to his fellows. Huxley gives us both con

versations so that we have about six pages like this: 

·"But love?" questioned Mrs. Viveash. "Love?" 
"Love,'' Lypiatt echoed. He was looking up at the 

Milky Way. 
"All of a sudden out jumps a copper at me. 'Ow 

old is that 'orse? 'e says. 'It ain't fit to drawr a 
load it limps in ail four feet,' 'e says. 'No, it 
doesn't, ' I says, 'None of your answerin' back, 1·e 
says. 'Take it outer the shafts at once'.• 

"But I know all about love already. I know pre
cious little still about kidneys." 

"But my good Shearwater, how can you lmow all abou 
love before you've made it with all women?" 

"Off we goes, me and the cop and t he 'orse, up in 
front of the police court magistrate •••• . n23 

This device for· simultaneous action occurs only once in 

Antic Hay, but it becomes the basis for an entire chapter in 

Brave New World. 

Huxley does not divide the chapters in Antic Hay into 

sections as he does many of his later books, but in Chapter 

XXI there is a rather clear division of scenes. Mrs. Viveas 

and Gumbril go from place to place in a taxi-cab to try to 

collect their friends for a party. The taxi-rides between 

houses break the chapter into various scenes; however, with

in these scenes the viewpoint is not fixed. While Mrs. 

Viveash and Gumbril knock repeatedly at Lypiatt's door, the 

23Antic Hay, p.87. 
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reader listens with Lypiatt to what they are saying. The 

reader always learns more than appears to Gumbril and Mrs. 

Viveash. 

One cannot avoid the final conclusion that if Antic Hay 

is any better than ~ he other books, it is simply because 

Huxley has not so much to say in it. It does not attempt 

so much; so its weaknesses are not so apparent. But neither 

are its accomplishments so great as Point Counter Point's. 

In Huxley's first novel, Crome Yellow, are found many 

hints of themes which he later developed more fully. Brave 

New World's "bottle babies" are definitely suggested; three 

contrasting writers remind one of Point Counter Point; 

religion gets a little more ridicule than in Antic Hay; 

romantic love appears at a disadvantage; several subjects 

seem to be introduced for the fun of talking about them (for 

instance the amusing description of a sow with fourteen pigs) 

Huxley may well have been describing himself when he says of 

Denis Stone, "He was enamoured with the beauty of \\Ords."24 

It is Denis vmo holds the story together. He appears in 

practically every chapter as Gumbril does in Antic Hay. The 

story covers a brief period of time. There is hardly any 

plot--Denis is in love with the wrong girl. 

Gne simple technical device has an interesting use here. 

Henry Wimbush reads two excerpts25trom. his History of Crome 

24crome Yellow, p.11. 

25~., Cha.XIII and XIX. 
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which are really complete short stories. Their lack of 

wordiness indicates that Huxley can concentrate on telling a 

story if he chooses. So we infer that he does not choose. 

In fact we suspect that he is pointing out that this is the 

kind of writing which · he wishes to avoid--romantie story 

telling. As to motivation for inserting the stories, there 

is no reason for including them except to contrast writers. 

In Brave New Wo·rld, which came out fou~ years after 

Point Counter Point, Huxley became so interested in satiriz

ing science, Ford, the conveyor system, and many other things 

in our materialistic world that he almost forgot to experimen 

with technique. The first two chapters have no suggestion of 

contrapuntal technique, but the satire is really delightful. 

Then suddenly in Chapter III there is the device of Chapter V 

in Antic Hay carried to the utmost extreme. 

This chapter begins calmly enough with a hundred lines 

in which the D.H.C. is the center. of the scene. Even the 

second scene gives no warning of what is to follow; for 

Lenina Crowne, Henry Foster, and Bernard Marx are mentioned 

together. But after that J the reader is kept breathless 

trying to follow the Controller for Western ~~ope, Lenina, 

Henry, Bernard, and the Nurseries at the same. time, th9ugh 

their paths are widely divergent. 

The accompanying chart attempts to show how fast a pace 

is set for the reader. The numbers refer to lines in a 

d-1 vision. 



D.H.C. 
Controller 
Lenina 
Henry 
Bernard 
Nursery 

D.H.C. 
Controller 
Lenina 
Henry 
Bernard 
Nursery 

D.H.C. 
Controller 
Lenina 
Henry 
Bernard 
Nursery 
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The Brave New World (Chapter 3) 

100 
29 11 12 8 16 18 15 22 23 6 18 18 5 

1 24 11 27 16 22 11 4 12 21 
16 6 1 9 2 

1 3 ? 

6 4 134623 2 3 3 2 2 2 .3 4 3 5 1 1 1 
12 . 2 1 1 l 1 2 3 2 3 2 2 4 3 1 l 1 

• 2 1 
4 2 

5 4 2 1 2 

3 
1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 1 a 2 1 a s l 1 1 a 3 4 14, 1 

l 1 1 1 a a. 
1 l 2 1 3 l 2 

l 1 l 1 3 1 2 
1 1. 1 1 

When one considers the frequency or numbers below five, some 

idea can be gained or the rapidity with which the reader mus 

shift his attention. Some of the sections with one line con-

sist of only one word such as "Hoity-toity". In about half 

of them no key is given to the speaker. The reader has to 

decide whose conv~rsation is being continued. There is, how

ever, a definite break between speeches that we did not find 

in Antic Hay. The following will illustrate the division 

into sections: 

•rt only remained to conquer old age." 

"Damm you, danun you!" shouted Bernard Marx. 

"Hoity-toity." 

"Gonadal hormones, transfusion of young blood, 
magnesium. salt •••" 
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"And do remember that a gramme is better than a 
damm. ~ They went out, laughing.26 

The effect of all this is to ·make the reader feel that 

he is or should be five different places at once. Simul

taneity of action cannot go much farther. But it is with 

something like r elief that the reader finds Huxley demand

ing less of h im in the following chapters. In Chapter VII 

we meet John , the savage , who remains the eenter of interest 

throughout t he book. Ot ber characters who keep reappearing 

are always concerned with Savage; they want to know where 

he is, what he thinks, and how he would make love. Tech

nique is almost en ti rely forgotten in the ideas that Huxley 

must express. The satire is so brilliant that one regrets 
_m, ) 
that its discussion has no place in the study of technique. 

Huxley's next book, Eyeless in~ (1936), is another 

experiment in contrapuntal technique. It is made up of 

fifty-four date-labelled chapters covering the main periods 

in the life of Anthony Beavis. Four chapters deal with the 

1902-04 period showing the effect of Anthony's mother's 

death on his life at a private school. Ten chapters are 

devoted to Anthony's study at O~ford (1912-14) and events 

leading up to the suicide or his friend, Brian Foxe. The 

1926-31 period (12 chapters) is largely concerned with Mary 

and Helen .Amberley. Helen meets and marries Hugh Ledwidge, 

who was in school with Anthony; , but the final glimpse of thi~ 

26Brave .llit!, World, p.65. 
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period shows Helen and Anthony greatly attracted to one -

another. Twenty-eight chapters cover the period of 1933-35 

which has to be subdivided into those events trom August 30, 

1933, to February 23, 1934; and those from April 4, 1934, to 

February 23, 1~35. The latter etlow Anthony as a pacifist; 

the former show how he became converted to pacifism. 

These fifty-four chapters are not, however, arranged in 

the usual chronological order. ' The story opens with 

August 30, 1933, and shifts backward and forward sometimes 

gaining ironic effects, sometime~ only annoying the reader. 

How the story shuttles back and forth oan best be seen by 

an examination of the diagram below. The lines represent 

chapters in consecutive order. 

Eyeless in Gaza 

1902-1~04 • • • • 
1912-1914 - - • • 
1926-1931 • • • • • • -- • • • • 
A.33-F.34• • • • • • • • - • • • • 
A.34-F.35 - - - - ~ - ~ -

That climaxes are saved for the end of t .he story becomes 

at once apparent, but that many readers will have been lost 

before Cnapter fifty-four also becomes evident. The 1902-0& 

period is shown to be very weak. Perhaps for pertect struc

ture it would have to be filled in or dropped altogether. 

Only once do two chapters appear to be in chronological 

order, and here there is a break of four years. Chapter 

twenty-tour takes :place in l9f7-and the following chapter in 

1931. 
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The whole effect of t his contrapuntal manipulation ls 

something like a puzzle. Readers who enjoy being perplexed 

and matching their wits against the author's should get keen 

enjoyment from Eyeless in Gaza in spite of its unfriendly 

reception by critics like Muller who writes: 

Eyeless in Gaza is as a matter of tact distinctly 
inferior to Pofnteo'unter~oint •••• His method of telling 
his story--the shuttling ack and forth in time~
further weakens his aim; although it makes possible 
s ome striking dramatic or ironic effects, he could 
have brought out the development in his characters and 
ideas much more clearly and solidly had he been humble 
enough to stoop to the convent ional chronological 
narrative •••• Eyeless in Gaza has les s sparkle and bite 
than Point Counterpoint·, and above

7
all nothing like the 

. sliarp, t!tid. characterization •••• ~ · 

Te seve~al critics, Muller among them, Huxley's "faith", 

expressed in Anthony's non-resistance, is more acceptable 

than his earlier philosophy. Muller regrets th·at it has not 

made him a better artist. Daiches, on the other hand, does 

not find much hope in Anthony's transformation: "History, 

unfortunately, does not conform to Mr. Huxley's emot1ons.n28 

David Garnett offers in interesting criticism: with all 

its faults it "is nevertheless Mr. Huxley's finest novel ••• 

Eyeless in~ is a delight, but on the whole the plan of 

popping about in time is a mistake."29 

The critics seem to be pretty well agreed that they do 

not like this technique. But as a technical experiment 

Eyeless in~ becomes another landmark in the development 

27Modern Fiction, :p. 394. 
28The Novel and the Modern World, p.208. 
2gNew states~ and Nation, Vol.II, June 20, 1936, p.9?0. 
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of counterpoint. For the principle back of it is sound. 

Climaxes can be reserved and interest heightened. Perhaps 

Huxley would have been more successful had not the period 

from April 4, 1934, to February 23, 1935, consisted almost 

wholly of ideas instead of action. That Huxley was ·not 

entirely successful in blending technique and subject matter 

should not cause one to discard the techni que as of no 

value. Who knows what may yet be done with it ? 

In After Many a Summer Dies the Swan (1939) Huxley is 

again occupied with ideas rather than with technique. His 

first intention seems to have been to write a satire ot 

Hollywood and the eccentricities of an American millionaire. 

Then he becomes interested in the idea of prolonging life 

and forgets.all about his Hollywood satire. Here there is 

no broad picture, no meddling with time; there are a few 

attempts to show simultaneous action and a considerable 

amount of contrasting of themes. 

The plot is very simple. Jeremy Pordage is employed 

by 1ir. Stoyte to catalogue -the Hauberk papers which he has 

bought in England. Jeremy reads portions of them to Dr. ' 

Obispo, Mr. Stoyte's private physician, who is secretly 

making love to Stoyte' s mistress. Stoyte is intensely 

jealous and kills Peter Boone, whom he mistakes for Dr. 

Obispo. As the price of silence and fixing the death certifi 

cate, Dr. Obispo obtains money enough to go to England to 

investigate the curious account which Jeremy has been reading 

to him of the longevity of the Fifth Earl. The story ends on 

' 
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a note or horror with the discovery that the two hundred and 

one year old Earl is still in existence. The most talkative 

person in the book does not touch the actual plot; he is 

William Propter, a friend of Mr. Stoyte who 4ares to eay 

what he thinks. 

The book is divided into three sections with thirteen, 

ten, and two chapters respectively. Only three chapters 

have more than one section and these have only two. Je·remy 

ia present in every chapter or Part I. In Part II there is 

eome: switching b,ack and forth from group to group but only 

to advance the plot, to provide for the murder or Pete. 

Part III" presents two groups. Jeremy and Propter discuss. 

Pete•s funeral and attend the ceremonial opening of the 

new Stoyte Auditorium. Dr. Obispo; Stoyte; and Virginia, the 

mistress, are in London invating the Fifth Earl's private 

sanctuary. 

For a time the reader is led to believe that the tran

sients from Kansas who are picking Mr. Stoyte's oranges may 

be the subjects of a contrapuntal story, but they are men

tioned only three timas and only twice is their view point 

given. Much more could ha ve been made of the ir s t ory ; yet 

they do remind. the reader that this millionaire is rich be

cause of his unaorupulous business dealings with those who 

canrio~ protect their interests. 

Jeremy's reading or the ad,vertising billboards ·remind 

one of the use of headlines in u. s. A. except that connection 
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is made with the story proper by the Beverly Pantheon sign, 

which advertises Mr. Stoyte's unique cemetery. 

Perhaps the critics are right who say that Huxley is not 

really a novelist at all, that he has not .mastered and is not 

interested in the elements of structure in fiction, that his 

novels are just a series of character sketches or brilliant 
essays, that he e:x:_periments with technique because technical 

experimentation is in the air, and that his techniques 

have no justification in subject matter. But even if they 

are right, Huxley • s work cannot be dismissed so easily. 

Huxley is, and his worst critics grant this, a very intelli

gent person. He knows a great many things to talk about, and 

he has not let attention to technique keep him from talking 
about· them. He has too many clever ideas to try out to stay 

long on any one of them. Possibly he lacked the patience to 

work long and hara on one device when his supply was so tar 

from being exhausted; a man with many talents does not feel th~ 

need to work as hard as the fellow with only one or two. Or 

maybe Huxley felt as Keats did when he wrote 

When I have fears that I may cease to be 
eefore my :pen has gleaned my teeming brain •••• 

Certain it is that one can never be sure of what Huxley will 

say next nor of how he will say it, but one is always sure 

that it will be worth reading. Technical experiments have 

not lost him readers. More than one critic has sa id from 

t ime to time that t here i s no one hose next book sh.ould be 

awaited with greater interest. There is no unanimity about 

which is his greatest book. Each book has someone to uphold 
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its merits. So that it would seem that contrapuntal 

technique has neither built nor ruined his books, for we 

have seen that they vary greatly in amount of counterpoint 

used. After all, even if his techniques are experiments 

and even if he experiments just for the fun of it, his tech

nical devices are a part of the technical heritage of other 

writers just the same. 



CHAPTER IV 

JACOB WASSERMANN 

Jacob Wassermann's use of counterpoint antedates both 

the theories of Gide and the experiments of Huxley. Al

though he seems to have exerted little i nf~ uence on either 

of them, his influence in some instances is quite i mportant. 

Dos Passos, for example, is more closely r 8l ated to him than 

to either Gide or Huxley. Wassermann continued to cut his 

slice lengthwise, but at the same time he cut it broad and 

deep. He probably cut a broader slice than Gide, who origi

nated the expression. At any rate in 1908 and again in 1919 

Wassermann published books in which there was· an evident 

intention to cut the slice depthwise and breadthwise, to in- . 

elude many characters quite unnecessary to the story yet 

important for the philosophic intention. 

The first of these books was Das Gansemannchen (The 

Gooseman) which relates the story of Daniel Nothafft, a 

musician and composer, wh o is constantly at odds with society 

Daniel endeavors to concentrate wholly on his art, to brush 

aside everything that will distract him, to keep aloof from 

the interests and problems of his neighbors, to take whatever 

he can get but to give nothing of himself in return. But 

his very efforts to avoid all t hese forces involve him in 

petty intrigues resulting in guilt and tragedy. At every 

critical moment in his life, he is compelled to accept the 

assistance of someone whom he would like to avoid. Money 

must be borrowed; positions must be secured; children must be 
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oar-ed for. But Daniel does not bother to understand the 

people who assist him or who block his progress. At no time 

does he analyze the motives of Phili:ppina, his cousin, who 

both helps and hinders his affairs. Only after many years 

does he realize that his father-in-law must have an unhappy 

life; yet it has been in his power to make that life happier. 

He has no realization of the sacrifice that he demands of 

Gertrude. Therefore because of all the social and material 
forces which he overlooks, his world is continually going to 

smash. It is only when he stands in the :public square and 

sees the :people around him that he finds real deliverance·. -
Toough Daniel is the main character in the book, about 

him revolve tta picturesque assortment of bourgeois eharac

ters."l These include Herr barovius, who would not miss a 

chance to get even with anyone who had offended him; Jason 

Schimmelweis, who doesn't mind changing polities if there is 

money in it; Benjamin Dorn, a very religious person who would 

not object to marrying for money; Dorothea Doderlein, who is 

thoroughly selfish; her father, Andreas Doderlein, who is a 

musician often offended by Daniel ·; Eberhard von Auffenberg 

who rebells aga~nst his family; and a host of other characters 

in whose liv~s the reader is interested if Daniel is not. No 

·:person is of too little importance for Wassermann to name and 

characterize. We meet druggists who desire the latest gossip, 

various kinds of landladies, ~culptors, actors, and clerks. 

lsol Liptzin, Historical Survey of German Literature, p.227. 



All of this gives a broad picture of the society in 

which 1)aniel lives. "The pure in heart are balanced against 

the corrupt philistines; angelic women are opposed by devil

ish vampires. Perfect _s ymmetry prevails throughout the plot, 

and even the language alternates between harsh intensity and 

a sweet lyrical quality."2 

Wassermann's description of what Daniel sees and feels 

when at la st he stands for a day in the Gooseman 's place in 
-· 

the square illust rates vividly the wide view which the authox 

is endeavoring to give.3 

Is that not Theresa Schimmelweis creeping around 
the corner? How old, decrepit, and bent with years! 
Her hair is stone grey, her face is like lime. She is 
poorly dressed; she does not notice the people she 
meets. She sees nothing but the full baskets of fruit; 
for them she has a greedy eye. And she looks at Daniel 
behind the iron fence with an expression of painful 
astonishment. 

And is that not Frau Hadebusch hobbling along over 
there! Though her face is that of a crafty criminal, in 
her eyes there is a panicky, terrified look. She has no 
support other than the ground beneath he r feet; she is 
a poor, lost soul. 

There comes Alfons Diruf, who retired years a go. 
He has become stout and gloomy. He is out for his 
mo·rning walk along the city moat. There goes the actor, 
Edmund Hahn, seeking whom he may devour. Disease and 
lust are ·writ large across his jaded face • . There is the 
sculptor, Schwalbe. He is secretly buying a few apples 
to take home to roast, for otherwise he has nothing 
warm to e-at. And there is Herr Carovi us, ambling along. 
He looks like a wandering spirit, defected and exhausted. 

Beggars pass by, and so do the r ich. There are 
respected people who are greeted by those who see them; 
there are outcasts who are shunned. There are those who 
are happy and those who are we ighed down with grief. 
Some hasten and some hesita te. Some seem to hold fast 
to their lives as a lover might hold fast to his fiancee 

2Ibid. 

3The Goose Man, p.465. 
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others will die that same da y . One has a child by the 
han·d, another a voc,man by the ann. · Some · drag· crimes in 
their heart-s, others walk .upright, free, happy to face 
the world. One is bei hg summoned to court as a witness, 
the oth~r is on ·his way to the doctor. One is fleeing 
from · oo~me·:itlc discord, -another is rejoicing over same 
gre·at e:;ood ·fortune. There is the man who has lost his 
purse and the man who is reading a serious letter. One 
is on his way to church to pray, another to the cafe to 
drown his sorrows. One is radiant with joy over the 
busine·ss outl8ok, another is crushed with poverty. A 
beautiful girl has on her best dress; a cripple lies 
in the gateway. There is the boy who sings a song, and 
a matron whose eyes are red with weep ihg. The baker 
carries his brea~ by, the cobbler , his boots. Soldiers 
are going to the barracks, workmen are returning from 
the factory. 

Let us examine what part contrapuntal devices have 

played in the development of this broad view. In the first 

place it can be readily seen by looking at the following 

illustration that Wassermann interrupts Daniel's story from 

time to time so that we may follow the story of one or more 

of the other characters whose lives momentarily do not touch 

his. On the chart the red lines represent divisions dealing 

with Daniel and the green lines those dealing with other 

characters whose stories receive independent treatment. No 

effort has been made to show whose story is the interrupter 

since the point is simply that Daniel does not always hold 

the center bf the stage. 

The Goose Man 

--o.- .. ~.... ..... ---~- ------- -
.. ---- ________ ._ ______ .... -~ --~--- -~- - ----
--- ----------------- - --- ------
~--~~-- ~-~ ~ - -~ ~--~ -~ ~--~-----
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In the second pla ce Wa ssermann has ad ded a great deal 

to the contrapuntal effect by having Daniel unaware of the 

things that are going on a round him so that even when other 

characters are in contact with him, we have a sense of the 

separateness of their stories. It is not through Daniel's 

eyes that we see these other people; we become acquainted 

with them in spite of Daniel's overlooking them. 

On the whole there is very little feeling of simulta

neous action and there are no chara cters who do not somehow 

come in contact with Daniel, but Wasser mann has cut the slice 

so that we see not only Daniel but also a great many others. 

He has trie d out a method which he is to us e again in~ 

World's Illusion. 

Christian Wahnschaffe (The World's Il l usi on) like The 

Goosem.an has one main ch a r acter and ma ny minor ones, but here 

th e live s of the characte rs bec ome more widely sepa r a ted tha 

those in the e a rlier book and there is a much greate r fe e ling 

of simultaneous action. Christi an i s fir s t s hown in cont act 

with the other cha r acters and then both hi s l ife a nd the irs 

are shown a s they drift f a rther and f arther apart. 

Wahn means illusion, and evidently the Eng lish trans

lati on of t he title r 0fe rs to the illusion under which al l 

the worldlings live. The Wahnschaffes are a wealthy f amily 

all of wh om are conc e rned with worldly life: its power, 

money, luxury, and soci a l esteem . As the \story opens, 

Christian is the person i fic a tion of all th a t is worldly or 

of illusive v a lue. His intima t e friend is Bernard Crammon, 
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an aristocrat! c wo rld1ing and bon vi veur who is content 

to drift aimlessly from ple a sure to plea sure. The novel 

traces Christian's development as he gives up the illusions 
/ 

of life to bec ome compl etely Christian :. dropping the surname 

which his family feels he has disgraced . 

For a time Christian was fascinated by Eva Sorel who 

carries on a part of the story of The Goose Man since she is - -
Daniel Nothafft's illegitimate daughter. Her disappearance 

from her grandmother's home was related in the earlier story; 

here her s tory is picked up and followed to her death--long 

after her life has ceased to interlock with Christian's. 

Eva Sorel repre sents the person who sacrifices everything fo1 

power only to find it an illusion and meet death as its 

reward. 

Letitia, Crarnmon's illegitimate daughter, searches for 

romance. At one time she and Christian are attracted to eacb 

other, but Christian is repelled by the sight of a toad on 

the hem of her dress. Letitia marries a South American, runs 

away with a young man, discovers that she does not love him, 

flirts with the men on the boat, and arrives home to be a 

problem for Crammon and her aunt. 

Amadeus Voss, "a sort of renegade theological student n, 

who rewards his kindness with spiritual treachery, and, so 

far as he is capable, proves his Judas",4 becomes Christian's 

confidant for a time and his story is continued along with 

that of his mistress--Johanna Schontag. 

4Beach, The Twentieth Century Novel, p.433. 
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There a r e a lso t he :practica l l y independent s t ories of 

Christian's si ste r , Judith :- and her t wo hu sh.ands , Eelix Imhof 

and the actor ~ Lo rm . 

The c ontrapunt a l deve lopment of these stories is shown 

on the accompanyi ng chart in which l e tters r e:pre s e nt i m:portan 1 

characters. 

The World's Illusion 

Volume 1 

B. B. B. B(K) . B. B. B. B. B. BD. B. 

BC(J). BC( K). BC. BC. BJH. BH(A). BAH. BA. BADE. D. ABD. DE. 
BAD. AD. AB. A. AB. 

CI. ABC. BI. AB. ACB. ACB. ACB. C. O. C. C. A. ABC. AB. AC. Al • 

. D. AB. AB. AB. ABJE. DEJ. AB. ABD. AHBDEJ. AEJH. AD. A. D. BD. 
ABDE. AD. il • AI • ADEI • I • AI • D. 

8.4B. AB. AG. D. A. AC. AC. AG. D. AG. A. AB. AG. AG. AG. A. 
D. AG. AG. B. AC. AG. 

D. J. AG. C • C • CI • C • C • C. BK. .EJI • AGC • AC • 'AGC. AGO • AC. 
EK. EJ. AC. AC. AG. BEK. AC. AC. GA. 

BFA. ABG. BFC. AGBCF. D. J. ABGF. AG. AGBF. AGCBF. KE. ABF. A. 
AB. ACF. AF. D. AB. FB. ABL. AF. AL. AB. BA. 

Volume 2 

HA. H. HAL • . HA. H. FGA. C. EKA. LA. AG. AI. ALM . AL. AI. AI. 
AIC. AI. AGH. AH. 8. FGIA.. A. LX. MX . D. i\M. D. AL. Y. AL. MX . 

8]). AH. FG. AHL. J. ALM . AIM . AIMGF. MX . AMX. AM. FG. K. FGLA. 
C. M. BD. AL. FG. AML. GFA. X. AM. BD. FG. F. AF. 

KEH. M. X. M. HMA. FGMLA. AL; AL. J. ALFGM. G. AML. O. AM . 
AX. DBHE. AF. AF. A.A.AXF. A.Xfi!I .AXM. AXF. KHEJ)BA. FGA. 0. 
AX. AX. AX. KBEDA. AH. GFHA~ DBA. 

A. Christian 
B Cram.men 
(J Eva Sorel 
D Letitia 
E J u di th 

Key 

H Christian's family 
I Be cker 
J Felix Imhof 
K Lorm 
L Karen 



F Johanna 
G Voss 

... 49_ 
Key (cont'd) 

M Ruth Hofmann 
X Niels Heinrich 
YA minor character 

It may be seen that all along the line of Christian's pro

gress bits of these various stories are sandwiched in. 

Each chapter is divided into ~ort sections from ten to 

twenty-tour in number. Christian's history is seldom fol
lowed in more than two or three of these without being inter-

rupted by those of one or more people "w~ose destinie$ have 

flown far apart from his."5 As Mr. Beach says: 

The intention is evidently to keep up all through a 
running contrast between the souls who are finding 
their way slowly and surely toward a right solution of 
their spiritual problems and those more numberous souls 
who are going farther and farther astray in the fogs of 
"illusion". And since nothing properly definable as a 
plot makes its appearance before we are a third of the 
way through the second volume, it is clear that alter-
nation of subjects is in the interest of a breadthwise 
cutting of the slice. Wassermann is evidently concerned 
not to relate a private history, or a group of private 
histories connected in a plot, so much as to give a 
composite and comprehensive view of hwnan nature in its 
dealings with the "world's illusion". . 

Sinoe the characters who enter only the second volume of 

the book are concerned with what plot there is and have very 

little existence apart from Christian, their stories have not 

been included in the discussion of counterpoint. Yet in 

considering the broad :picture, we cannot omit the names ot 

Karen Engenschall, the :prostitute whom Christian treats so 

5Ibid. ,. D. 436. 

0Ibid. , 
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kindly; Niels Heinrich, her brother, who commits a murder an< 

later is brought to a full confession by Christian; Ruth 

Hofmann, a young Jewish woman "of the most radiant beauty 

and candor of soul";? and _Michael , Ruth's sensitive brother. 

There are dozens of other characters mentioned b y name 

who add to the breadth of the view. Liptzin8 says of 

Wassermann: 

He projected in his long prose epics characters of 
all social stra t a who had somehow lost their anchor in 
life; cre ature s se t adrift on uncharted psychic streams 
and whirling past abysmal horrors; men, women, and 
children, tortured by gruesome experiences, s eeking God 
throughout their infernal distress, and finding him 
only after extreme exhaustion at the end of their 
perilous adventures. 

The World's Illusion goes beyond The Goose Man in 

telling more or less separate stories at the same time. It 

is nearly twice as long as The Goose Man, and in the second 

volume, there is more use of contrapuntal stories than in 

the first; so that we may assume that Wassermann felt that 

the technique worked well. · In both stories one feels that 

the technique is satisfactory. Wassermann has done what he 

tried to do; he has shown us many people reacting in difreren~ 

ways to life's demands upon them. Surely no on can complain 

that Wassermann's technique has made the story difficult to 

read or maintain that some other techni que would have been 

more effective. To leave out the contrapunta l stories in 

. 
7 Ibid. , p. 434. -
8
~. cit., p.224. 
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The ·World's Illusion would be like leaving out the onion in 

a beef stew. The seasoning is needed to bring out the f'lavo 

of' the main ingredient. The character of Christian is 

accentuated by comparison and contrast with others. 

Wassermann proved that a contrapuntal techhique can be · 

very effective for giving a wide view while still keeping 

the limelight on a central figure; he placed the . emphasis 

upon characters rather than themes. Eva Sorel may represent 

lust for power or the illusion that the possession of power 

is the supreme goal of life, but she is an interesting perso 

in herself, quite different from Huxley's representative 

figures. Each of Wassermann's characters is clearly drawn. 

He was able to keep himself out of the story; no character, 

so f'ar as we know, stands for him. Wassermann expresses no 

theories; he does no experimenting; he has discovered that 

counterpoint will provide an excellent background for his 

main characters. This is his contribution. How John Dos 

Passes was able to amplify this method will be shown in the 

next chapter •. 



CHAPTER V 

John Dos Passos 

It is rather difficult to determine whether Dos Passes 

received a greater i mpulse toward the contrapuntal develop

ment of stories from Wassermann or from his own social 

philosophy. No doubt both had their influence, but certainl~ 

it is helpful to know something of this writer himself before 

examining his books. 

John Roderigo Dos Passes was born in Chicago in 1896. 

He received his degree from Harvard in 1916. · He enlisted 

with the Harjes Volunteer Ambulance Service in Italy in 

1917; he served in the Red Cross Ambulance Service in Italy 

in 1918 and afterwards in the U. - s. A. Ambulance Service in 

1918-19. He was honorably discharged in July, 1919. During 

the Sacco-Vanzetti case, he was arrested in a picket demon

strat ion in Boston. He was confined in the same cell with 

Mich 1 Gold, e ditor of the New Masses to which Dos Passos 

·has contributed. Dos Passes is not a Co.rn:munist, but he has 
. 

broad sympathy with various world labor movements--particu-

larly the Russian. Like many of his contemporaries, he was 

comple tely disillusioned by the War. He subscribed to what 

Beach calls an "altered social phi losophy"l in 'Which 

The tendency is to throw the emphasis not on 
individuals, with their particular adventure s, their 
moral problems, thei·r triumphs and failures, so much 
as on society ·conceived as· an organism, in which the 
individuals are important primarily as functions of one 
another and of the whole.2 

lThe Twentieth Century Novel, p.477. 

2Ibid. 
-52-
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Dos Passes was interested then in sh owing the ef fect of 

war or of cap italism not on one indi.vidual , -but on the whole 

of society. This \\OUld mean giving a bro ad picture or 

cutting the slice breadthwise . 

His first attempt at a broad picture was Three Soldiers 

(1923 ) which is much more modest in its attempt than his 

later novels. Against the background of the war with its 

training c amps, overcrowded transport ships, conflicting 

orders, routine wo-rk, red tape, battles, favoritism, and 

brutality are shown the lives of three .men and t heir comrades. 

Each of the three is skillfully selected to r epresent a 

particular a spect of the horrors experienced by thousands of 

others. 

Fuselli, the young Italian from San Francisco, dreams 

of his girl back home , hopes for a corpora l's rating, nearly 

wins it, but ends up in a labor battalion. Chrisfield, from 

Indiana, finally kills an officer who has insulted him, and 

later deserts. Andrews, who seems to represent Dos Passes, 

is a musician who longs for the end of the War so that he 

may return to New York and his studies. He is wounded, 

finally sent back to his detachment, given per mission after 

the Armistice to study at the Schola Cantorum in Paris, sent 

to a· labor battalion when found on an outing without permits, 

and eventually retaken after his desertion from the battalion 

Along with the three privates are shown officers with 

various r anks and perso nalities, Y. M. C. A. workers, preach

ers who advoc ate war, military police, French girls, nurses, 
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tubercular men, an undertaker wh o enlisted t o help his 

business, a corporal from the Re d Sox, a man suffering f rom 

shell shoc k , a young boy killed when a ttempting to desert, 

and countless other persons affect ed in some way by the War. 

As the story opens the reader makes the acquaintance 

of several soldiers among whom are Fuselli, Chrisfield, and 

Andrews. He is left in doubt thro ughout Part One as to whosE 

fortunes a r .e to be followed. In Part Two Dan Fuselli and a 

host of his comra des occupy the stage with no mention ot 

Chrisfield and Andrews until almost the end of the Part. In 

Part Three Chrisfield and Andrews share the stage. Toward 

the last it is Andre ws who has the attention with occasional 

mention of Chrisfie ld and Fuselli. 

The reader is led t o wonder if it was not Dos P~ssos' 

original i n tention to give an e qua l amount of attention to 

each of the three men. The last thr ee parts, however, 

must not be thought of as simp ly o ~· the story of Andre ws. 

Although Andrews is the leading character, there are dozens 

of others on the scene. The view is not narrower for its 

failure to continue with Fuselli and Chrisfield . If Andrews 

represents Dos Passos, as we a r e c erta in tha t he does, it is 

easy to understand why he receives the most attention. 

From a purely technical st a ndpoint the book mi ght be 

more ne arly per f ect if almo s t e qual a tt ention were given t o 

the three. The book , ne ve rtheless, is tremendously eff ective; 

so we need not quarrel with its te chni que. 



Manhattan Transfer and U. s. A~ have so completely 

eclipsed Three Soldiers in techniaal devices that one is 

. likely to overlook its contrapuntal tendencies. As has been 

suggested many stories are told against a common background 

so that we have all the varying effects which ar can :produce 

on people; then there are the three main s tories, parting, 

meeting, and parting again; finally the ~ivisions of the six 

Parts suggest that Dos Passos has accepted another of the 

deviees of counter:point--that of breaking the story up into 

many loosely connected divisions. The parts are divided into 

sections which are further subdivided; These divisions are 

not numbered as Wassermann 's are; they are simply separated 

by an, extra space in the text. Three Soldier• gives us an in -

ling of Dos Passos' conception of counterpoint as a device to 

show everything. Manhattan Transfer carri~s his conception 

farther, and u. s. A. goes even beyond it. 

M~nhattan Transfer (1g25} has been termed the 1tRhapsody 

in Blue of Contemporary .American fiction". Dos Passos' 

method which had always been definitely impressionistic becam 

even more so here, resulting in a fragmentary treatment of 

characters, scenes, and events in an effort to show all of 

metropolitan New York. By the use of a flicker technique he 

has presented the lives of several New Yorkers in the midst 

of this city with its tenement fires, el stations, telegraph 

offices, taxis, Chinese restaurants, hotels, Central Park, 

racial conflicts, lunch rooms, peddlers, beggars, ferries, 

oourt rooms, newspapers , bricig~s r. Wall Street, subways, 
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immigrants, burlesque shows, dance halls, speakeasies, ware

houses, holdups, crowds of people on the street, even its 

odors of gum, powder and gasoline. 

The actors in the daily drama of Manhattan are Bud Kor

penning, a farm boy who ran away from home atter 1·.Idlling his 

father; Emile, a waiter; Gus, the milkman, who is injured at a 

railway crossing; George Baldwin, a young lawyer, who per

suades Gus to sue the railway company and falls in love with 

Gus' wife, Nellie; Nicky Schatz , a thief; Jim.my Herf, a report~ 

er; Elaine Thatcher, the actress, and her husband John Ogle

thorpe; Marco, the anarchist; Congo Jake, the bootlegger; Anna 

Cohen and her Socialist boy friend; Dutch Robertson, who oan• 

not find employment or even a place to make love and is final

ly convicted of a robbery; Jack Cunningham, a bigamist; Jake 

and Rosie of the shady Providence .Promotion co.; speculative 

business men; actors; Stan Emery, who finds nothing worth 

striving for; Nevada Jones to whom one man is as good as anoth

er; and many others who give us an impression of Manhattan's 

millions. 

The narrative is not a continuous story but a flashing 

procession of incidents in which the same characters often re

cur; with occasional connection. The several stories are 

arranged in the hit-or-miss of city life. Van Doren thinks 

that it is as if several films had been cut into irregular -~ .! · : .. , 

lengths and joined together in jumbled continuity.3 One might 

go a step farther and say that in joining the parts some were 

"Th~ American Novel, p.336. 
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lost or covered up. For not only is the story ~f one person 

interrupted by that of the others, but large portions of his 

life are entirely omitted. For insta_noe, we see Elaine 

Thatcher as a child in school, afraid of kidnappers; and when 

we see her next, we hear John . Oglethorpe say, "Yout re my wife 

now, Elaine ." This is not ordinary movie continuity. 

The character chart which follows aims to show how the 

story is developed. Principal ·characters are represented by 

letters; minor characters, by numbers; and a multitude of 

background characters are not represented at all. A circle 

around a symbol indieates death of the character. 

Manhattan Transfer 

First Section 

I. A24. T. .AU24-2-29. 1. 

II. AU2. 4. T. AU2 . 5-6. FV. AU2. T. 8. FV37-39. 12. T. 
A.2. D40. 

III. CED40. A. DE'. FV36. T. 13. AU. T. BG7-14. DE015-46. l?. 

IV. BG7. V36. CE. T. z. BGHIJ14. FV33. U. 

V r B. FV33-36. AK. -Bl4. @). 

Second Section 

I. BLARK. ACMK . 

II. J. AM28 . AM. BLNA.K. J43. R22. AR22. 

III. 15-50. BMLAR. J. A24. C25. ARS. JD. BMAK. UAC. 

IV. s. CDJ. AMS27. 

V. CADE. BNF48 . AC. FBDAC. EBN48. 

VI. J. A. ABM44-3. BJ. MD.~ 3. 

VII. Cl5. ASLR31. AS. AB30. A31. A32. 
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Third Section 

I. HIG3. O. AB19-34-35. CPA. QX. GAB. X. CD36. 9. 

II • L. Q3S .' ABF. 0. 

III. 10-11. GHIY. NPCD. O. XD. Q. FB41-34-35-42-21. GHIY26. 
ZW. AB19. 045. CEPN. HY. ALRKC. AB19. O. 10-11-28. 

IV. B. Q38. 045. 821-42-30. Q38. W. B. 16. A. BQ38. 

V. W47. 19. AC. 20. 21-49. 23-51. BFVP. H(WZY17). 18. O. 
26. Q38. Z. AO. B34-35. 

A Ellen 
B Jimmy Herf 
C Baldwin 
D McNeil 
E Nellie McNei 1 
F Congo Jake 
G Mrs. Merivale 
H James Merivale 
I Maisie 

l.Razor man 
2.Susie Thatcher 
3.Pearline Emery 
4.Mr~ Perry 
5.Emily 
6.Emily's beau 
7;111y Herf 
a.slats 
9.The Deportees 

10.Jake 
11.Rosie 
12. The 6lafsons 

Key 

J Joe Harland 
K Oglethorpe 
L Ruth Pyrnne 
M Stan Emery 
N Tony Hunter 
0 Anna Cohen 
P Nevada Jones 

"-' Q Dutch Robinson 
R Cassandra Wilkins 

S Harry Goldweiser 
T Bud Korpenning 
U Ed Thatcher 
V Emile 
W Densch 
X Joe O'Keefe 
Y Jack CUnningham 
Z Phineas Blackhead 

18.Rooney 35.Bob Hildebrand 
19.Martin Hert 36.Mme. Rigaud 
20.Drunk Man 37.Fifi Waters 
21.Alice Sheffield 38.Francie 
22.McAvoy 39.Marco 
23.Joe Parker 40.Mfke Doheny 
24t-Nurse 41.Cardinale 
25.Cecily 42.Roy Sheffield 
26.Mrs. Cunningham 43.Felsius 
27.Milly 44.Snow 
28.Nicky Schatz 45~Elmer 

13.Man in checked suit 
14.Jeff Merivale 

29.Marcus Zucher 46.Mr. Emery 
30.Martin Schiff 47.Serena Densch 
31.Larry Hopkins 48.Bullock 

15 .Phil Sandbourne 32.Dr. Abrahms 49.Buck 
16 .Goldstein 
tl.7. Tim Halloran 

33.May 50.Hartley 
34.Mrs. Hildebrand 51.Antonio Camerone 

It will be observed that the story of T (Bud Korpenning) 

is entirely independent of the other characters. Bud, findin1; 

no place for himself in New York, jumps from Brooklyn Bridge 

about the time of Elaine's marriage to John Oglethorpe. 

Further examination reveals that character 1 (a man who ·buys 

a Gillette razor) appears only once in the entire story. 
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The same thing is true of 12 (the Olafsons who are renting 

an apartment). Many appear only twice; but not until half 

way through the book can one say with certainty that Jimmy 

Herf and Elaine Thatcher Oglethorpe are the leading charac

ters. Their symbols are colored so that one may easily see 

how their stories begin separately, draw together, and 

drift apart. 

From an examination of this chart, let us turn to a 

contrast and comparison of Dos Passes' method with Wasser

mann's. Whether Dos Passes was ac quainted with Wasse rmann's 

work or not is not known and no lack of originality is 

implied in comparing his work to that of the German writer. 

But the narrative formula of each is similar. External 

likenesses may be seen by comparing the character charts of 

The World's Illusion and Manhattan Transfer. 

Dos Passes is less interested in his lengthwise cutting 

than Wassermann. Wasse rmann is telling the story of Daniel 

or of Christian with some attention to other characters. He 

definitely establishes his hero early in each book. But 

who Dos Passes' central figures are to be is not apparent 

~ntil one is half way through the book. With Wassermann 7 

breadthwise cutting appears rather accidental whereas wi th 

Dos Passes , it is the first aim. Wassermann brings all his 

character s into some kind of ~ontact with Christian. Dos 

~assos includes many of whose existence Jimmy and Elaine are 

completely unaware, and there is considerably less drawing 

together of those who do me.et into any kind of a dramatic 
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issue. There is nothing which corresponds to the murder of 

Rut h Hofmann and its solution by Christian. More characters 

take the spotlight and there is a much greater sampling of 

types in Manhattan Transfer. Wassermann Drews his 

characters from the r a nks of wealth or poverty. Dos Passes 

includes the . large middle class. Wassermann gives the com

plete history of his major characters from moment to moment, 

and summarizes what has happened to .those minor ones whom ·we 

meet only at intervals. Dos Passes ap plies the same method . 

to leading and secondary characters. We have longer and 

more frequent glimpses of the principals, but there is no 

attempt to give a complete story; no attenti on is paid to 

what happened in the interval. Section after section in 

Wasserman's work may be devo'ted to the same group. No 

two sequent sections in Dos Passes' work ever deal with the 

same group. One character may be the same, but time will 

have elapsed and the setting will be different. 

There is also a diffe r ence in the philosophy expressed 

by these t wo writers. Wassermann still conceives the 

spiritual problem of his characters in religious or indivi

dualistic terms like Dostoevski. He may not approve of the 

economic system in which t~ey live, but his only remedy is 

for the rich man to "sell all and give to the poor". This 

remedy works with difficulty tor Christian, and the other 

characters find no solution. Dos Passes, on the other hand, 

does not plame the individual. With him it is a social 

problem, a matter to be solved by society. It is not Anna 
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Cohen 's fault that the store has it:1adequate fire precautions· 

it is not Dutch Robertson who is to blame for his failure to 

find work; Congo Jake is taught by native New Yorkers to be 

a bootlegger; it is not so much personal weakness that ruins 

Stan Emery as the conflict be tween his ideals and the world 

as he finds it. In short : Dos Passos does not hold indivi

duals responsible. He se ems to say that a society which is 

mad about money, which vu 11 do anything to get money is 

responsible for the lives of these people. He offers no 

solt1;tion. Probably any solu~ion he could offer would weaken 

the effect of the book. It is easy enough to discredit any 

suggested changes in the social order; it is very difficult 

to escape the problem as Dos Passes presents it. 

The art of the book is in no way distorted by the social 

philosophy. Dos Passes is too much interested in aesthetics 

for that. He is not like Upton Sinclair to whom art was 

decidedly secondary. Dos Passos is a prose poet. The 

Chapter Headings--Ferryship, Metropolis, Dollars, Tracks, 

Steamrolle r, Rollercoaster, Revolving Doors, The Burthen of 

Nineveh, and the others--together· with the prose poems at 

their head reveal a vivid· imagina tion with power to blend 

subject and technique. 

Professor Beach almost becomes poetical himself when he 

describes the method in these terms: 

In any such view we see things not as wholes but 
only so far as the plane of the c utting lays them bare-
fragmentary, sharp-edged, lying side by side. There is, 
again, a great deal of beauty of pattern in this 
arrangement, the long heavy dotted lines of the main 
characters crossed in many interesting ways by the 
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lighter falling and rising lines of others less 
important--poor devils in showers like falling stars, 
clever fellows steadily going up, and others like 
rockets shooting skyward to drop back in a swift spira 1 
to the darkness below.4 

It would be possible to rearrange the parts of Eyeless 

in Gaza into a connected story without serious damage to the 

book. It would be impossible to separate the story of 

Manhattan Transfer from the method by which it is told. It 

seems the only way to show Manhattan in all its phases. 

This effect is an essential of artistic story telling. 

Manhattan Transfer is a picture of moral and social 

chaos; and the technique corresponds to the theme. Then 

this technique gets rid of the author and all intrusive 

comments. The technique is also symbolic. "It underlines 

the discontinuity in the psychic life of the characters."5 

"It contributes to the effect of life as sensation, of 

thinking as non~purposive, of human beings as puppets on a 

string."6 This gives us the effect of bewilderment. The 

social theme gains by· the use of this technique. For 

this narrative discontinuity serves again to 
emphasize the paradox of social beings ignoring the 
connections, denying the relations, without which t~ey 
could not exist. So that what appears at first a mere 
eccentricity in t e chnique turns out to be a peculiarly 
fitting symbol of ·something primary in the author's 
philosophy.? 

Dos Passos may have evolved all of his technique without 

reference to Wassermann in order to exemplify his philosophy. 

4.Ql!_. Cit. , p .4·43. 
5Beach, American Fiction, p.43 . 
6 Ibid. , p • 44 • 
7IETd. 
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The three volumes of U. s. A.--The 42nd Parallel 

(1930), 1919 (1932), and The Big Money (1936)-.represent a 

much more ambitious undertaking than Manhattan Transfer. 

Dos Passos evidently did not think that metropolitan New 

York gave an adequate picture of our social system; for in 

U. S. A. he has sought to picture "the vast and intricate 

design of America, its shifting forces, and its magnetic 

personalities.ttB 

The 4 2nd Parallel suggests that the st ory will follow 

this parallel across the United States, showing many kinds 

of industry and people. It does all this and more. Before 

the end of the book we have left the 42nd parallel several 

times and have even accompanied Mac into Mexico. Again in 

1919 we find more material than the title promises us. The 

story continues from 1917 and in many eases antedates 191? 

as it gives the viewpoint of a different group of characterst 

The scene is no longer confined to North America. England, 

Italy, France, the islands of the sea--wherever Americans go 

becomes a part of the setting. The Big Money continues the 

story to the breaking of the market in 1929. Thus U.S. A. 

is the story of America in the first thirty years of the 

century. 

Not only did Dos Passes enlarge the scene of his story, 

but he also was more careful in the selection of types. 

Industrialists, promoters, financiers, and the obscure men 

8Harry Hartwick, The Foreground of America n Fiction, p.287. 
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who do the work receive more attention • . Even yet there is 

not a comp l e te sam:rling of .American society, but compara

tively little has eluded this author. 

The method of pre senting the characters is considerably 

different from the method used in Manhattan Transfer. While 

not .omitting representative background characters, Dos Passe~ 

has chosen six men and six women as repre s entatives on which 

to center his attention. Their lives are given with what 

Mr. Beach calls "case history"9 detail, from parentage and 

childhood environment to some .concluding crisis, perhaps 

death. 

The 42nd Parallel introduces us to five maia characters 

and t wo others who are to have le ading parts in 1919. Mao's 

story is finished in the first book. The others gp with us 

to the end. In 1919 we are introduced to three new characters 

in addition to the two mentioned in the first book. ~ Big 

Money brings in two new characters, returns to one chara cter 

trom the first book, and continues with one from the second. 

The books themselves are divid ed into sections of 

varying length. Several sections may deal with the same 

character and then a great many sections may intervene before 
• 

we hear more of the person. A good example is Mac whose 

story appears first. The chart on the following page will 

make clear how the stories are developed. 

9Am.erican Fiction, p.53. 
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Mao McCreary, son of a Connecticut factory nd , l~attns 

printing from h:ls uncle in ~hicago . When the uncle gets 

into trouble with the authorities from his printing activi

ties, Mac starts out on his own. He becomes a member of the 

I. W.W., yields to the demands of his family life, decides 

that his wife only wants money, leaves her, e!F)es to Mexico, 

and ends up as a keeper of a radical book store. 

Janey Williams is the devoted secretary of J. Ward 

Moorehouse. She accompanies him to Mexico and later to 

Paris. Her life is limited to concern for comfort, respect

ability, and the welfare of her employer. 

J. Ward Moorehouse is the ambitious s on. o~ a station 

agent in Wilmington, Delaware; he wins a scho l a r ship at the 

University of Pennsylvania, enters a real estate office, 

discovers a genius for promotion which is aided _by his en

gaging looks, gets a money settlement from an unsatisf actory 

marriage to a wealthy woman, ;marries another wealthy woman, 

and sets up as public relations counsellor. He offers his 

services to the government when war breaks out, goes to Parif, 

and represents the oil interes ts whan the Versailles Treaty 

is formed. Bac·k in New York he :promotes various enterprises 

and lobbies. His numerous love affairs never interfere with 

his business. 

Eleanor Stoddard works in a lace shop, studies at the 

Art Institute, gets a position at Marshall Field's, and goes 

into business with Eveline Hutchins as an interior decorator. 

In this way both girls meet J. Ward Moorehouse with whom both 
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have discreet love affairs in Paris where they go as Red 

Cross workers. In the end : Eleanor marries a Russian 

prince, but Eveline commits suicide after a necessary but 

unhappy marriage. 

Charley Anderson is from Fargo, North Dakota. He works 

in various places as an automobile mechanic, enlists in the 

army, becomes an aviator, goes into the airplane business ana 

speculation, finds relaxation in women and drink, and 

finally loses his life in an automobile accident. 

Dick Savage through family influence gets a captain's 

commission after being sent home from the volunteer ambulance 

service for talking too freely. He sells his talents and 

charms to the hi ghest bidder, causes the suicide of a girl 

to whom he makes love, goes into Moorehouse's firm, and 

continually unhappy goes off on sprees in Harlem. 

Joe Williams, Janey's brother, deserts from the navy and 

has a difficult life as a commercial seaman whose marriage is 

unsatisfactory. 

Daughter is a lively Texa s girl who goes-abroad on 

Near East Relief as a kind of lark. She has an affair with 

Captain Savage ·and dies in an airp l ane c.rash. 

Margo Dowling, who comes or stage pe ·ople, has a series 

of adventures which result in her becoming a Hollywood star. 

Her only redeeming quality is her loyalty to her step-mother. 

Mary French and Ben Compton are sincere believers in 

socia~ improvement. Mary comes from a well-to-do family to 

work in Hull House and aid the Party. Jewish Ben Compton 
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supports the cause of labor and goes to prison for avoiding 

the draft. 

These are the chief figures in the panoramic view. But 

one must not forget the less_distinet forms in the back

ground; persons like Charley's brother, who considers money 

even in the face of death; or like Bingham, who sells 

religious tracts, sensational books, or himself to gullible 

customers. The minor characters are no less typical of 

American society than the major ones. 

Dos Passes has a new set ot technical devices for 

bringing these typ ical figures, whose lives are not played 

up in the manner of drama, into a perfect whole. The pattern 

is thematic depending on reference from individual matters 

to those of public import. But here there are no symbolic 

chapter-headings or introductory prose poems. The devices 

are startlingly different. For this reason the technique of 

Dos Pa s sos has received a great. deal more attention than tha1 

of other writers. Here is a technique that no reader can 

:f ai l to see • 

The fi.rst of the three devices is called the Newsreel. 

It is made up of a torrent of headlines, news items, popular 

songs, and sayings which sweep the country. There is no 

comment, no reference from :public to priva te, but there is a 

growing sense that the headlines are concerned with the 

individuals. Through the he adlines and .news items one can 

contrast what the public is told about certain events with 

wha t their actual effect is on individuals. The news is 
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usually given in fragments "pied" into one another as they 

are in a casual reader's mind. But there is nothing care

less in Dos Passos' arrangement of items. Henry HazlittlO 

puts it this way: 

The items are actually selected with great adroit
ness, and placed in ironic juxtapo si ti on. Thus head
lines referring to great battles or massacres ·will be 
found i mmediately above headlines about strong stock 
markets or record steel-company profits, speeches about 
idealism and our heroes just above or below some bawdy 
war song. 

A second device is the use of brief biographical 

sketches of contemporary worthies. These ironical sketches 

are interspersed through the narrative parts of the books. 

The men represented here are the le aders of the time in 

business, science, politics, and the arts. Together they 

represent our official contribution to modern civilization. 

The author has a chance here to indicate his attitude. Sig

nificantly the largest number of sketches from any one field 

is from business. Among the biographies are those of 

Carnegie, the Prince of Peace; Hearst, Poor Little Rich Boy; 

Insull, Power Superp ower; Ford; Eugene Debs; Bob La Follette; 

Theodore Roosevelt; J.P. Morgan; and Wilson. There is also 

a section about the Unknown Soldier and another about a 

Vagabond. "They do not demonstrate 01.rlyle 's theory of 

history as the creation of Great Men. But they do suggest 

the kind of greatness available for the inspiration of Joe 

Williams and Charley Anderson, of Eleanor Stoddard and Margo 

Dowling."11 

lONation, Vol.134, p.344. 
llAm.erican Fiction, p.60. 
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The third device, the Camera Eye, gives a kind of inner 

biography of the heart and mind of Dos Passes. By a series 

of flashes, fleeting hints and suggestions, we follow the 

young man of the Cam.era Eye from his childhood in Tidewater ~ 

Virginia to his protesting the execution of Sacco and 

Vanzetti. Thus we see him at Harvard and in the War. We 

hear his ironi cal references to Patrick Henry's "Give me 

liberty or •.•• . n We find him carrying in his pocket a lette1 

from a college boy asking him to explain why the radicals' 

principles and their private lives are not on an ·equally 

high plane. We conclude that Do s Passes, although some kind 

of socialist, a champion of organized labor and the coopera

tive commonwealth, does not trust the Communists or any othex 

group to bring about the neeessary moral and economic revolu

tions. 

Perhaps it was the influence of Joyce that caused Dos 

Passes to write as he did in the Cam.era Eye. 

walk the streets and walk the streets inquiring of 
Coca Cola signs Lucky Strike ads pricetags in store 
windows scraps of overheard conversations stray tatters 
of newsprint yeste rday's headlines sticking out of 
ashcans 

for a set of figures a formula of action an address 
you don't quite know you've forgotten the number the 
street may be in Brooklyn a train leaving for somewhere 
a steamboat whistle stabbing your ears a job chalked up 
in front of an agency.12 

The effect of inserting between the sections of straight 

narrative anywhere from one to four of these briefer commen-

taries is to keep the reader perpetually aware of the broad 

12Tb.e Big Money, Camera Eye 46, p.149. 
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social background. Here is a fondness· for the bre ad thwi se 

cutting. Here also is "the disposition to build up a compo

sition out of the elements which, however unrelated they may 

at first appear, are found to have their cunningly related 

correspondencies and to result in the end in a significant 

pattern. "13 

It should now be clear that this technique goes very 

well with Dos Passos' concern for the entire social organism. 

nHis first concern is with that Leviathan, society, striving 

weakly to adjust itself to the industrial conditions of the 

new world, more or less blindly struggling forward to the 

creation of a group consciousness and a group will . It is 

an unusual combination in one writer, so strong a social 

significance and so great a command of his craft. And it is 

this combination which makes Dos Passos one of the most 

important novelists now writing in English."14 

The critics are fairly well agreed that there is some

thing lacking in Dos Passos' characters. But on whether Dos 

Passos purposely left them lacking or no t, there is little 

agreement. One critic says that they "lead lives that can be 

followed) and anticipated, with a kind of clinical chart.nl5 

Anotherl6 finds them "actual persons" but monotonous. 

Hazli tt17 finds that they are not as sharply differentiated 

from one another as one feels they ought to be." He thinks 

that they either suffer from shallowness of feeling or that 

i3Beach,. The Twentieth Century Novel, p.511. 
14Ibid. 
15John McCole, Lucifer at Large, p.12. 
16Carl Van Doren, The American Novel, pp.337-8. 
17Henry Hazlitt, Nation, Vol. 134, p.344. 
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what feelings they possess are inadequately conveyed to the 

reader. But he feels that possibly this is what Dos Passos 

intended--to show ·that the shortcomings of his characters · 

were typica l Of the age. Beach tells us that we are asked tc 

be scientists "observing the reactions of human beings to 

stimuli; and at this distance we cannot make out that these 

organisms are directed by any long-range, any ideal object

ives. nl8 

Whatever may be lacking in the characters we can hardly 

say that counterpoint is responsible. And before we can 

criticize Dos Passos successfully, we must know what he was 

striving to do. If he claims to have presented a complete 

picture of America, he is open to attack because he has 

failed to show any of that group of people who cannot be 

"downed" no matter how hard society "tackles" them. One may 

grant that there are p l enty of people like those Dos Passes 

describes. One need not go out of his own community to see 

them. But side by side with these are people who have ideals 

and live by them. I f, on the other hand, Dos Passos was not 

trying to present all of American life but was only trying 

to show how the present social system hurts different kinds 

of people in various parts of the country, he is really being 

complimented by those who find his characters acting much 

alike. The very fact that one can predict what will happen 

to his characters may indicate that this is just what the 

l8American Fiction, p.64. 
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author intended. Hatcher suggests that this disproportion 

ot good and evil "is the modern way of stating the gospel 

which cannot be uttered directly or positively".19 

From a purely technical standpoint U. s. A. is a master

piece in counterpoint. Here we have exactly the same theme 

played over and over in different arrapgements of notes. 

The voice of Mac sce.reely dies away before Janey takes up 

the theme. She yields way to J. w. Moorehouse, and ~o the 

theme goes on. The counter theme is furnished by the minor 

characters. Mac's wife and her family while not admirable 

characters do represent different interests from Mac. 

Janey has a f -riend who takes an entirely different course. 

These counter themes are very weak; we tend to forget all 

about them; nevertheless there is this attempt at contrast. 

There are many who criticize the whole technique in 

addition to the characters. Muller feels that Mr. Beech has 

paid too much attention to the technical devices which he 

(Muller) finds neither effective nor original. Other 

reformists reel that the technical experiments detract from 

the meaning and social value of Dos Passos.' work. Again we 
. . 

must inquire what was the author trying to do? That he 

was not trying to make the reader sentimentally sym~athetic 

tor the characters 1~ evident. There is little sentiment 

in case histories. One wonders if Dos Passos was even 

19Harlan Hatcher, Creating the Modern American Novel, p.134. 



particularly interested in the average reader; for after all 

the average reader loves sentiment. It his purpose was to 

make people think intelligently about the problems of these 

people, if his appeal is meant to be limited, his technique 

is of benefit; for it attracts the attention of the people 

whom he wishes to reach. 

Probably no one except Dos Passes can be sure what the 

author's purpose was. But critics would do well to consider 

Hartwick's re~ark: 

It would seem that no criticism can ever change 
Dos Passes from what he is, a social novelist grafted 

_upon an esthete.20 

20 ~· cit., p .269 . 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The novels which have just been examined are too recent 

for one to speak with any certainty of their r elative impor

tance in the field of f 1 c ti on. One may, however, use the 

works of masters like Tolstoy, Flaubert, Fielding, Dickens, 

and Doestoevski as touchstones to draw a few conclusions as 

to their worth. 

The most obvious conclusion is that the use of counter

point has not yet resulted in the production of a novel 

which can t ake its place beside the masterpieces of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It is true that The 

World's Illusion could be well included in anybody's list of 

great fiction, but it is great not so much because it contains 

counterpoint as because what little there is does not get in 

the way of the story of the unforgettable Christian. 

Christian is a remarkable character, remi nding one in some 

ways of Jean Valjean; his story although heightened by contra·· 

puntal devices would still be i mpressive without them. The 

Counterfeiters is technically int eresting because of its 

theories, but it has none of the gripping interest of a Crime 

and Punishment. Huxley does not blend his form and matter to 

produce anything comparable to Flaubert's Madame Bovary; he 

is too preoccupied with being clever. Dos Passos comes 

closest to finding the happy union of sense and form, but 

his theme of the injuriousness of the capitalistic system is 

limited enough for one to doubt his lasting i mportance. It 

is not a theme of such univers al interest a s the conflict 
-75-
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between age and youth or war and peace, that Tolstoy used 

for his wide picture. 

Another lack which one finds in DGs Passes is in his 

characterization. His characters do not make a strong appeal 

to one's imagination· nor continue to live as Jean Valjean, 

' Pere Goriot, Anna Karenina, Tom Jones, and Becky Sharp do. 

Of course Dos Passos was not trying to make his characters 

important in themselves; he was concerned with society, but 

there is considerable doubt as to whether this form lends 

itself to strong characterizations. Since less space is 

devoted to each character, the adventures are given more 

hastily and the author seems always to approach his characters 

from the outside. So it becomes obvious that this technique 

is not a panacea for the writer's problems . 

One must also remember . that it is not necessarily the 

technique which is to blame for Gide, Huxley, and Dos Passes' 

failure to produce a masterpiece. Their work might have been 

less interesting and leas important with another technique, 

and some day an arti~t may use counterpoint in writing a 

masterpiece. 

Finally, one must admit that counterpoint seems well

fitted for :picturing twentieth century life and that compari

son with recognized masters is seldom flattering to artists 

in any field. Future critics may deal more ki ndly with 

eounter~oint than we have done . 
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